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SEATTLE WA 98122 f " ' "lection issue
BUSH WINS IT BIG
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
The results came quickly. At 6:17
p.m. PST, Republican George Bush
was named the projected winner by
C.B.S. in the race for the presidency,
defeatingDemocrat MichaelDukakisby
a widemargin.
Bush, who will become the 41st
U.S. president,led throughout the final
months of the campaign by anywhere
from 7-10 percentagepoints innational
polls, put any thoughts of a Dukakis
miracle torestearly.
Most national results show Bush
winning thepopular voteby about a ten
percentagepoint margin, 55-45. This
resulted in Bush winning 39 states,
which yielded405 votesin theelectoral
college. Only 270 electoral votes are
needed to win.
"It was over before it started," said
Al Swift, a U.S. Representative from
Seattle. "When Bush started sweeping
the deep south and mid-west, it was
apparent he would have more than
enough electoral votes to coast to
victory."
As polls closed in the eastern time
zone, the results showed Bush with
comfortable leads throughout southern
states. Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Tennessee were among the first wonby
Bush. Three northern states,Ohio,New
Jersey and Connecticut, also went to
Bush.
Texas,consideredakey statebyboth
candidates, went to Bush by a large
margin, making it apparent that
Dukakis' choice of TexasSenator Lloyd
Bentsen as a running mate had little
impact.
Analysts on each of the three
networks commented on a possible
Bushrunaway.
"Since Texasbecame astatein 1845,
no Democrat has won without it," said
Sam Keely, CNN political anylist.
"Dukakis found himself a hole in early
in the south. This could be another
Reagan-Mondale election."
But Dukakis supporters found hope
soon after. The Massachessets
Governor wonMaryland, West Virginia,
District of Columbia and his home
state.
And when he won New York,
Democratic optimism grew.
"When we won New York, we
thought we hada chance," said Kenneth
Simpson, a Seattle Democratic
campaign coordinator. "With
Pennsylvania and Illinois up for grabs,
we thought that if we swept much of
the west, we could win."
But the western sweep never
materialized. Nevada,Idaho,Colorado
and Montana went to the GOP. And
Vice-President Bush became President-
elect Bush.
"Thepeoplehave spoken," a smiling
Bushsaidduring his acceptancespeech.
"I mean to be a president fo all the
people. For those who supportedme,I
hope to be worthy of your trust. For
those whodidn't,Ihope to earnit."
For Dukakis, the concession speech
seemedalmost arelief that thecampaign
wasover.
"George Bush will beour president,"
he said. "We face many crucial issues
in the upcoming years, and we must
work together."
As the crowd at Dukakis' Boston
headquarters chanted "Ninety-two,"
Dukakis described the '88 race as a
marathon.
"Wehad alotof good days,and we
had a lot of not-so-good days. But at
the end of the race, we found the
strength to find that finalkick."
Lloyd Bentsen, who seta precedent
by being the first vice president
candidate to concede before his running
mate,alsoechoed these thoughts.
"This race has been an incredible
experience," he said. "Michael and I
wageda campaign that was worthy of
the American people. We told the truth
and we stepped up to the issues.
Yesterday we visited four states and
attended eightrallies. And wenever lost
sightof the dream."
Bush's running mate, Dan Quayle,
was surprisingly absent from any GOP
victory party.
In their own state, which went to
Dukakis, Washington Republicans
celebratedBush'snational success.
"Sure we're excited," said Jennifer
Dunn, the state's GOP campaign
advisor. "Sure we feel a little
disappointed that we didn't win
Washington, but we're delighted that we
did so well across the country."
For the Democrats, reaction was
bittersweet.
"We're happy to win Washington,"
said Karen Marchioro, the state's
Democratic campaign chairperson.
"When your state hasn't voted for a
Democrat in20 years, there's reason to
celebrate. But obviously, we would
have liked todo better nationwide."
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Gardner easily beats Williams
Republican challenger Bob Williams appears before party supporters at
the Westin Hotel last night. Though he lost by a large margin to Gov.
Booth Gardner, other Republicans credited him with helping to bring
new faces into the party.
ByKENBENESandSTEVECLARKE
Inside:
More 1988 election coverage
SpectatorStaffReporters
Gov. Booth Gardner brushed off a
challenge by BobWilliams yesterday to
win a second term at the top job in
Olympia. He is the first Washington
State governor to win reelection since
1972.
As of 5 a.m., with 85 percentof the
state's precincts reporting, Gardner led
his Republican opponent 70 percent to
30percent.
"Obviously I'mhappy," Gardner told
supporters. "We'vecome a lonp way in
four years."
Gardner, called "the most popular
governor the state has seen" by the
AssociatedPress,said helookedforward
tohis next term.
"I'm glad the voters have given me
reason to believeI'm doing agood job,"
he said. "I will continue to work to
bring about improvements."
Williams told supporters in Seattle
that "wehave just begun thebattle."
The ten-yearveteranof theLegislature
stunned political experts in September
with his defeat of King County
Prosecutor Norm Maleng in the
Republicanprimary.
Conventional wisdom had held that
Maleng,a mainstream candidate from
thePuget Sound corridor, wasa shoe-in
against the little-known conservative
from Longview.
Williams insisted after his defeat that
he didnot see himselfasamaverick.
"I've been in the party 28 years," he
said. "Iam apartyperson."
Attorney General Ken Eikenberry,
who wonreelection last night, was one
of many Republicans who praised
Williams for bringing new people into
the party.
"There's no doubt inmy mind thathe
inspired people to get involved,"
Eikenberry said.
Despite Williams' grass roots
support, polls after the primary never
showed him with much of a chance of
defeating the governor.
Gardner's popularity has remained
high throughout his term in spite of
chiding he received periodically from
columnists around the state. Richard
Larson of the Seattle Times once termed
the governor "Prince Booth the
Faintheart" for his reluctance to
introduce a tax plan to pay for
improvements in the state's education
system.
ABC News announced Gardner had
won reelection at 7:40 p.m., before
pollsclosedaround the state.
NEWS
The senate: Gorton over Lowry?
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
In arace that seemed togo back and
forth all night, it appears that
Republican Slade Gorton has defeated
Democrat Mike Lowry in the race for
the U.S. Senate.
With mostof theprecincts reporting,
Gorton was reported to have a lead of
twopercentagepoints, 51-49. The race
will probably not be officially decided
until write-in votesarecounted later this
week.
The AssociatedPress declaredGorton
the winner at 2:10a.m.
Both candidates we're leary of
claiming victory or admitting defeat. At
2:50 a.m., Gorton finally admitted that
he thought he had captured the senate
seat vacated by the retirement of
RepublicanDanEvans.
"We have run a terrific campaign,
and we can be proud," Gorton said.
"This wasa tight race,and itcouldhave
gone either way.Iam happyIcame out
the victor. But there are no losers




"I will wait until the absentees are
counted,"he said. "Rightnow,nothing
iscertain."
Bill Williams, a Democratic
campaign chairman,agreedwithLowry.
"At this point, anything could
happen," he said. "We have not heard
from all the the precincts, and it is our
understanding that a lotof the precincts
where we are particularly strong are
slow to report. So as far as we're
concerned, the raceis still up fro grabs.
And then there is always hope with the
absentee votes."
But according to the Associated
Press, absentee votes probably won't
make a difference. Traditionally,
absentee ballots have leaned towards the
Republicans,whichmeans Gortoncould
add tohis slim lead.
For both candidates, adding and
subtracting to leads was something that
occurred throughoutelection night.
The race opened with Gorton
jumping out to a six point lead. That
quickly changed to a five point lead for
Lowry. With about a quarter of the
precincts reporting, Lowry's lead
increased to eightpoints.
But with about a third of the
precincts reporting, the race was at a
deadheat,50-50. Itwould stay that way
for they rest of the night,occasionally
shifting to 51-49 for Gorton and then to
51-49 for Lowry.
This closenessmade for a longnight
for both the candidates and their
supporters.
"I don't know what to do with
myself," a Gorton supporter said. "At
some points, you can just feel the
energy andexcitement in theair. But at
other points, you can just feel that
energydrainoutofeveryone."
"It would almostbe better if oneof
the candidates had won big," a Lowry
supported said. "This is almost to
tough to handle."
Throughout the night, both
candidates downplayed the importanceof
the polls.
"All politicians know one thing,"
Lowry said. "Polls can be very, very
misleading."
"Only one poll counts," said Gorton.
"Throughout this entirecampaign, there
have been plenty ofpolls. Butonly one
poll counts, and that's the final poll.
Andthat's what we're waiting for."
The candidates used the period of
waiting to get in some last minute
mudslinging.
"I think a lotof peopleexpectedme
to do poorly in this campaign, Mike
Lowry included," Gorton said. "But I
think the people of this state know this
is an important race, andIthink they
know that we can't afford to send
another liberal democrat to the senate.
And Ithink that's why so many are
supporting me."
"This has been a campaign of
negative campaigning on their part,"
Lowrysaid. "Butour campaign didnot
run ads which were lies or distortions.
Our adds werebasedtotally onthe truth.
AndIam veryproudof this."
The candidates also used the waiting
period to give thanks to their
campaigns.
"Iam thankful to those to who have
workedsohard tohelpmake thedream a
reality," Gorton said. "Iam happy with
the work wehave done."
"We ran a campaign based on
fairness, progress, peace and the
environment," Lowry said. "These are
things that this country should stand
for. We have brought our message to
the people. Andin the end, we did the
best wecould do."
Reaction to the declaration of a
Gorton victory was tobeexpected.
"I have been keeping my fingers
crossed all night," said Jennifer Dunn,
Washington GOP advisor. "Ican't tell
youhow happyIam."
"Obviously,Iwillbe disappointed if
we actually did lose," Williams said.
"We worked hard,and we have a lot to
be proud of. But to come so close and








their victories last night in a spirited
bash downtown at the Westin Hotel.
Network news projections pronounced
Vice President George Bush the
presidential winner before theparty got
under way,and the moodneverdipped.
"Michael Dukakis just conceded the
race," emcee Brett Bader announced to
the cheering crowd. "And it's only
8:30!"
Party-goers watched the tight Gorton-
Lowry senate race with concern but
grew more optimistic as Gorton
maintained a slight lead throughout the
night.
When 53 percentof the vote was in
andGorton still hungon to a two-point
lead, Bader exclaimed, "It looks like
Mike Lowry is going to be looking for
work."
As thecrowdburst into applause,one
man turned toafriend andcracked, "Let
him go to Nicaragua if he likes it so
well."
Losing conservative gubernatorial
candidate Bob Williams received an
enthusiastic reception from the group,




Jennifer Dunn, chair of the
Republican State Committee, credited
Williams with much of the evening's
success. "There's no question he
something to work for," she said.
Dunn added she hopes the people
brought into the party by Williams'
grass roots efforts will not become
disappointed by thebeatinghereceived
fromGov. BoothGardner.
"Bobby's shortcoming was running
against a very popular governor," Dunn
said. She noted that Republicans will
make a conscious effort to keep
Williams' supportersinvolved with the
party.
Congressman Rod Chandler, who
won re-election handily, agreed
Williams had activated people who
previously weren't involved inpolitics.
He said he didn't believe those
conservative supporters would become
disenchanted with the political process
because of theloss.
"They'll remain involved because
that's the type of people they are,"
Chandler said.
Among the winners who appeared
before the crowd was Congressman
John Miller, who pulled ahead of
challenger Reese Lindquist in a close
First District race.
"I'm looking forward to working with
President Bush...and Sen. Slade
Gorton,"Miller said.
Gorton held his own party at the
Mountaineers Club in Seattle.
At 1:00 a.m.he and Lowry spokevia
television hook-up. Gorton called
Lowry "oneawfully goodcandidate."
"Theysaid it would be aclose race,"
Lowry said.
"They wereright," Gortonresponded.
U.S. Representative John Miller smiles during his victory speech last
night at Seattle's Westin Hotel. Miller was reelected to the First
District.
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THREE GOOD REASONS
TO SELL FOR FARMERS
U^^^tit^^C^ 3.Represent Farmers. TheFarmers Insurance Group of
Companies has long been one of
If your looking for a newopportunity in the largest and most successful
sales, we have an idealposition foryou. firms in the business with assets
exceeding $1.5 billion. Our
1.Be in business for innovative products have helped
yourself. As a Farmers agent our sales revenue grow for 50
you'llbe your own boss and make years,
your own decisions. You control
your income, working conditions, If you have the ambition and ability
and professional standards. to run your own business we will
put you in our comprehensive
2.Work In a stable Industry. training program immediately.
Historically the insurance industry
has been recession proof- people
simply must have insurance Oharles H. Horn
protection. And as inflation rises 701- 5th Avenue #3420
sodo premiums andyour commis- Seattle, Wash. 98104sions.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
SU administrators react to
Bush's education policies
By KEN BENES and MISCHA
LANYON
SpectatorNews/Features
When asked to comment on their
feelings of the 1988 presidential race,
Seattle University administrators
expressed a hope that the winner,
Republican George Bush, would keep
his promise to provide more for higher
education.
The administrators also expressed
some disappointment in the fact that
Democrat Michael Dukakis came out
the loser.
"GeorgeBush says he will be the
education president,so it would benice
to see him push a policy that would
carry out that promise," said John
Eschelman,SUexecutive vicepresident.
"But my expectation is that Dukakis
would haveprovided more funding for
education, with financial aid moving
back to whereit wasprior toReagan."
For GeorgePierce,SU vicepresident
of university planning, the best choice
for president would have been Dukakis,
due to hispastrecordin dealingwith the
needs of highereducation.
"The proposals I've seen and heard
from Dukakis seem to show a better
awareness and understanding of higher
education,"he said. "Dukakis seems to
be more aware of student needs for
financial assistance and financial aid."
Pierce added thatDukakisperformed
wellasGovernor of Massachusetts,and
wouldhave brought this same quality to
thepresidency.
"Dukakis treated higher education
very weU in his state," he said. "As
president, he would have given
emphasis to it,and would have treated
public education very well, too. Andas
far is SU is concerned, my feeling is
that the Dukakis stress on social issues
and concerns is generally more
compatible with the general mission of
this institution."
As for Bush's policies, Pierce is
optimistic.
"Bush talks aboutpublic and private
sectorsgetting together,"he said. "On a
whole,this would bepositive."
Denis Ransmeier, SU vice president
for finance andadministration,was also
optimistic.
"Hopefully, better times are ahead
regardlessof who wonand who lost,"he
said. "Traditionally, the Democrats
have providedmore for education. But
Bush has indicated that he plans to be
strongin thisarea,also. Ijust hope we
will see an increase in student loans and
student aid."
"I'm disappointed with both
candidates," said John Topel, S.J., SU
vice president for academic affairs.
"George Bush will be more generous
with financial aid than Reagan. It
would be impossible not to be.
Reagan's policies have moved us
backwards, and Bush doesn't have the
experienceor the vision toreverseit.
"As for Dukakis,Ihad hoped he
would have outdistanced Bush in the
area of education,but he didn't, andI
think it hurt him."
William Sullivan, S.J., SU
president,and JeremyStringer,SU vice







More than any other year, the
method in which weelect our president
has come under serious criticism.
Throughout the '88 campaign, both
political experts and media analysts
questioned the concept of the electoral
college.
"How can we even consider the
electoral college fair," said Time
Magazine'sRobert Ajemian. "Under the
current system, a candidate could lose
the popular vote and still win the
election. And that's not supposed to be
whatademocracy is all about."
"With the current system, states
which have large electoral votes are
catered toby thepresidentialcandidates,
because theelectoral collegeis a winner-
take-all situation," said Pat Holt of the
ChristianScience Monitor. "California,
Florida, New York and Illinois are
targeted and givenadded attention,and
the smaller states are neglected. And
this system just isn't fair."
Under a Holt scenario, a candidate
could lose the popular voteby asmuch
as 15 percentage points, yet still win
the election by squeaking out victories
in the states with largeelectoral votes.
"If a candidate wins California by
one percent,and loses Rhode Island by
45 percent, he is still winning therace.
And this means the person voting in
Rhode Island isn't worthasmuch as the
person voting in California."
"The electoral college has been a
burden to Dukakis throughout his
campaign," said Bill Williams, a
Democratic campaign advisor from
Seattle. "At times during the race, we
felt we were doing very well with the
popular vote. But we always knew we
werein trouble electorally.
"For example, at one time this
summer we were seven percentage
points ahead of Bush in a nationalpoll.
But when youapplied the percentages to
individual states, we were still behind in
electoral votes because we weren't
carrying Florida, California,Texas and
Ohio."
And if current trends continue, the
electoral college could have even more
impact in '92, '96 and the year 2000.
"What you will have is mega-states
deciding the presidentialelections," said
David McCloskey, Seattle University
professor of sociology. "With current
U.S. migration patterns,more and more
people are moving to the sun-belt
states. And if we keep the electoral
college, then these states will gain
electoral votes as their population
increases."
An example of this trend is the four
state area of California, Arizona, New
Mexico and Texas, according to
McCloskey.
"Currently these states have a
population of 40 million,and are very
important to the electoral college," he
said. "But by the year 2000, their
population will be 61 million. And the
impact would be significant under the
currentsystem."





The 1988 presidential election is
over,but thecandidates' campaigns will
not soon be forgotten. They can tell us
what to expectin our new presidentand
how future campaigns might be
conducted.
"(George)Bush's campaign hasbeen
one of the most dishonest in American
history," according to Dr. Richard
Young of the Seattle University
political science department.
The "PRpolitics" that Bushhas used
incampaigning were successfuland will
continue right into his presidency,
according to Young.
"Bush has been more of a
ceremonial figure," he said. "He held
prestigious positions but wasn't active
andhasn'taccomplishedmuch."
As president,Young suspects Bush
will be "more occupied with imagery
than solving national and international
problems."
Dr. Bradley Scharf,chairman of the
SUpolitical science department, doesn't
feel the candidates have beenany more
negative than inpreviouselections.
"It's not more negative, there's just
very little that's clearly positive," said
Scharf. "What is different is the
reluctance of thepresidential candidates
todescribe simply their different policy
directions. They have gone out of their
way not tohave anydifferences."
Mike Dukakis never told the
American peoplehow things would be
different withhim inoffice,according to
Scharf.
"We used to see things like 'This
government is leading us down the
wrong path." Sharp things. Not now,"
he said.
Youngand Scharf may notagreeon
how the candidates conducted their
campaigns, but they do agree on how
the mediahandled them.
tremendous impact on the way weelect
our president would be the coming of
age of the baby boomers, McCloskey
said.
"When you look at the age of the
people who vote, it is rather high," he
said,mentioning current statistics which
state that the U.S. citizens most likely
to vote fall in the 55-70-year-old range.
"And if you apply that to a state like
Florida,astate which traditionally has a
"The trends aren't that clear," said
Young. "But what is clear is the
importance of television."
Young argues thatbecause the nation
is at peace and the economy is strong
"in the short run," this hasbeen a media
campaign.
Youngsaid thathe ismore disturbed
about the way the mass media has
handled theelections "like ahorse race
ora sportsevent," thanhow Bushhas.
"The press has beencynical,lazyand
they haven't presented the necessary
information to educate the American
people about the issues," he said.
"They have forgotten that they have an
obligation to reportmore than just what
thecandidates are saying."
Scharf agrees with Young that the
American people are uninformed,but
doesn't necessarily blame it on the
press.
"The American people in general
have a poor understanding of the
relationship between public policy and
the quality of their lives," he said.
"They don't understand how their daily
lives are already influenced by the
government. We need to know the
limits and potential of public
authority."
Scharf also feels the advertising
agencies havehad toomuchcontrolover
thecampaigns.
"In the past, ads supplemented
campaigns, acted as advisors. Now they
direct them from beginning to end." he
Scharf argued that with so many
ads on television,we no longer see the
candidates inavarietyof settings.
This can be detrimental to a
candidate's campaign, according to
Scharf. He said that when Dukakis'




large number of retired people, the
impact is very great."
Florida currently has a population of
11.6 million,according to McCloskey.
That is expected to rise to 15.4 million
by 2000.
"And as the baby-boomers get older
and fall into the category which has the
best voter turnout, Florida will have a
lot of weight in the presidential race,"
McCloskeyadded.
A map of the United States shows the outcome of the 1988





Now it's time to work together
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
If ever there was a time for building
bridges, itis now.
Our nation faces a huge challenge in
the growing number of people whose
meager education seems to leave them
little if any role in the "information
age."
Bringing these people onboard will
not becheap,andour budgetdeficits do
not suggest much room for new
spending programs. The only thing
thatmakes our budget look manageable
is the sizeofdebts in other nations.
Unfortunately, those huge amounts,
much of which will never be paid back,
areowed to us.
There is the argument thatbigcuts in
defense spendingwould takecareof our
problems, at least in caring for our
own. In this very column ithas been
suggested that our huge investment in
defense has little to do with the Soviets
wanting to reduce arms and hostility
levels.
While the argument that the Soviets
have switched priorities certainly has
solidevidencebehind it,it isunrealistic
to assume we can suddenly turn our
resources away from warmachines.
There is no guaranteeGorbachev will
succeed politically. There is also no
guaranteehe is the benevolent leader
thatmany in the Westprefer to believe
he is.
The suspension of the Soviets'
Afghanistan pull-out serves as a sober
reminder we cannotcount on much of
anythingin the world.
The argumentsof those who call for
"making peace by preparing for war"
cannotbe discountedoffhand. Anyone
who thinks the Soviets would have
started pulling out at all if we hadn't
supplied an effective guerilla war is
invited to try to explain their theoryon
the facing page. It will be a tough
argument to swallow.
Those who call for increases in
defense spending cannotbe written off
as warlike. Todoso wouldnotonly be
wrong,but couldmean missing a great
opportunity to test both left and right
avowals of working for the betterment
ofmankind.
Candidate Bush held his hand out to
liberal ideals in the 1988 campaign.
His statement in the Washington State
Voters' Pamphlet pledgeshe will work
for first-rate schools for "every one of
our children." It also commits him to
cleaning the environment and striving
towards further arms cuts.
Bush's move to the right since he
campaignedagainstReagan in1980has
been noted frequently in the media.
What is not mentioned so frequently is
how, while he has indeed become
stronger on the death penalty and
abortion, seemingly progressive items
make up a significant portion of his
campaign.
Opponents of Bush who see his
promises regarding education and the
environment as hollow should be
careful not topolarize issues. Thereare
abundant examples of presidents and
their staffs whohave developed "Us vs.
Them" mentalities.
Thisis thelast thing we need.
George Bushand his topaides appear
to be consensus-builders, not
ideologues. One of the most negative
impressions about Bush is that his
desire to be liked is larger than any
particular political ideal.
We could do a lot worse. The
conservative wing of his party
(personified bycolumnist George Will)
tried to tear Bush to pieces earlier this
year because ofhis lack of ideological
credentials. Will, whocoached Reagan
for the debates of 1980and 1984, went
so far as to callBush a "lap dog" atone
point.
The message shouldbemade clear to
President-elect Bush that if he really
seeks to be an effective manager of
compromise programs to solve the
nation'sproblems,he willbe supported.
It is true his emphasis on
voluntarism has sounded shallow at
times in the campaign, especially
considering the scope of what must be
done in our country. But let us not be
too critical until we have truly givenof
ourselves.
One crucial roadblock stands in the
way of putting aside differences and
working side-by-side with our new
president. Thatroadblock is hishistory
with the contrasand theCIA.
Thousands of people have suffered
greatly due to efforts Bush has playeda
large part in. There are manyinnocent
people in Nicaragua who have lost
loved-ones and limbs as a result of
actions Bushsupported.
Daniel Sheehan, who recently spoke
on campus, said the impression that
Bush is a wimpis a clever fabrication.
Sheehan built a disturbingly-plausible
case that our new president-elect
knowingly pursued a terrorist policy
which benefitted therichest segmentof
America.
Quitearoadblock.
Sheehan's group, the Christie
Institute,is fighting in court to expose
the details of U.S. shenanigans in
CentralAmerica.
We should wholeheartedly support
this effort to discover the truth at the
same time we work with Bush to give
our nation abetter future.
The two actions are not mutually
exclusive. Together they amount to a
commitment to do whatis right.
Letters
Blacks at SU
Iwould like to ask a question to
whoever isreading this letter. Why has
SeattleUniversityturned itsbackon the
black community and on the black
students ofSeattle?
WhenIplay ball at Connolly Center
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings,I
am the only black person around. The
question is "Why?" For yearsIhave
tried to put pressure on Seattle U to
take down those iron prison-like gates
on the front door of Connolly, this
past summer my dreams came true.
They took down the gates.
But the majority of people walking
intoConnolly Center are white. Which
IguessIcan understand because only 1
percent of Seattle U's enrollment is
black. One percent! The question is
"Why?"
Maybe this explains why the Seattle
CityCouncil turned down SU's bidfor
the Jefferson Base Land Site. The
AdvisoryCommittee votedeight to one
torejectSU's submittal because of what
they called "SU's lack of commitment
toactively work with thecity and local
community."
The above is the problem with
Connolly Center, too. Mrs. Nancy
Gerou is trying real hard to improve
conditions atConnolly. But she cannot
do italone!
Ifeel very upset whenIwalk into
Connolly and see no black faces. This
placeis locatedon theedgeof theblack
community, so why isn't the black
community usingit more?
Seattle U claimed when they built
Connolly Center that it was for the
community and not just for students. It
would be easier to believe they meant
what they said if they put an invitation
in theFactsor other blacknewspapers.
Iwill continue to speak up on this
subject until Isee more minorities
walking into Connolly Center. Iwill
continue to speak up untilIsee more
minorities attending Seattle University.





This opinion is directed in response
to the Oct. 27 Spectator article,
"Christie Counsel Bashes Bush."
Correctionsareinorder.
While Daniel Sheehan's appearance
presented a good opportunity to learn
more about George Bush's complicity
in theIran-contraaffair andother illegal
covert activities, Sheehan nonetheless
incorrectly assertedafew facts.
First, the "Phoenix Plan" was a
systematic joint Army-CIA program,
notan offshoot of some conspiracy, as
Sheehan would suggest. Further, the
allegation that the "Phoenix Plan" was
responsible for "40,000 to 100,000
deaths" is factually disprovable. Given
its limited scope (timespan and
location) of operation, Phoenix could
not have possibly been responsible for
the saidnumber ofdeaths.
The program was implemented by
Army Mobile Assistance Teams
(MATS), and the figure "40,000"
doesn't even reflect half the number of
villages in which MATS operated.
Phoenix was implemented under the
MAT program. "Confirmed kill"
records strictly maintained under the
program reflect a number (13,500)
nearlya thirdofSheehan's.
Second, William Buckley was not
hired while Bush was Director of
Central Intelligence (DCI). Buckley
wasa 30-year veteranofCIA. (Andhe
was Chief of Station in Beirut and an
officer, not some spy-for-hire, as the
term "agent"denotes.)
Finally, Sheehan's assertion that arms
sales to Iran were structured initially to
secure Buckley's release before he
revealed anything sensitive,and then
later to "keep the Iranians silent" about
Please see 'Letters' page five
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Dream world covers up a nightmare
By JohnP. Toutonghi
Physics Dept.
Imagine no speech writers, no
television make-up persons, no loud
helicopters during embarrassing
questions, no television ads! Imagine
you are voting age and a presidential
election is coming up. Silly? No,
refreshing! Millions of people thought
they had votedfor RonaldReagan when
in fact they had voted for a sanitized,
sanforized "Barbiedoll" character created
by Madison Avenue. On the few
occasions when Ronald Reagan ad-
libbed answers to fielded questions we
heard things like "Ketchup is a
vegetable,"we heardmumbling andsaw
him corrected by Nancy on several
occasions. We found out that he
actually based dates for important
presidential events on predictions from
an astrologer. Let's face it,Reagan
fans, how many of you would have
voted for a man who believes in
astrology, or at least listens to his
wife's counsel after she consults an
astrologer?
So how do we decide who to votefor
in a world without theaudio/visual aids
designed to instantly transform a
candidate froma mediocre bad guy into
a brilliant good guy? One way was
attempted by Dan Rather and CBS.
They invited all four candidates to live
interviews on the prime time evening
news. Alas,only Dukakis and Bentson
accepted.
Unfortunately those too deceitful or
cowardly to appear in a live question
and answer interview have too many
other platforms from which to deliver
the speeches written by the image-
makers. It's a little like the "Ma Bell"
jokes of the 70s. We don't have to,
we're theRepublicans! The candidates
owe it to the electorate, to the
preservation of our democracy, to
submit to the scrutiny of the electorate.
Hell,let'sall votefor JimBaker andcut
out the middle man. He won the
election for Reagan and is the driving
force behind the Bush campaign.
(Incidentally,Iam writing this letter
myself and the views expressedherein
are my own).
Another consideration in picking a
candidate is to consider his friends and
supporters carefully. It's hard to hide
them from the electorate. For the
record, by Ronald Reagan's own
admission,Ferdinand Marcos is oneof
his dear friends. A man implicated in
dozens of cowardly, brutal murders,
such as the shooting of his leading
opponentin theback, suchas thebrutal
murders in the Alaska canneries a few
years ago which involved an effort by
Filipino cannery workers to get out
from under the yoke of a mob-
dominated union running gambling,
racketeering, prostitution and all
traditional mob activities from the
Philippines.
Thisis nota light matter. The grand
jury which just indicted Marcos was
careful to avoid any charges which
would prove embarrassing to the
Reagan administration so that the
indictment wouldnotbeblockedby the
JusticeDepartment
Then there's Noriega! There's North,
Poindexter, Deaver, Meese and two
hundred other Reagan administration
members under criminal indictment.
There's the last two presidents of the
Teamsters' Union. And then Bush has
the nerve to attack the ACLU, whose
only crime has been to defend the
Constitutional rights of individuals,left
and right alike, against the abuse of
government.
Republican administrations have
traditionally tried to undermine,
circumvent, or failing both,amend the
constitution for which he took an oath
todefend.
Who will protect the Constitution
from him? The greatest danger to
America is from the inside,not from
Russia. There are a large number of
democracies that have been taken over
by dictatorships in this century. Every
one of them became a dictatorship
throughconservative,military coups by
radicals who placed themselves above
their own law (some throueh the direct
intervention of the CIA). Just a few
examples: Persia (that's what it was
called while it was still a democracy
before the Shah), Chile, Brazil,
Millions of people thought they had voted
for Ronald Reagan when in fact they had
voted for a sanitized, sanforized "Barbie
doll" character createdby Madison Avenue.
Constitution. Because the president
does not like the opposition from
Congress to his petproject in Central
America,he undermines the guarantees
of the separation of powers, a basic
safeguard to a democracy,and the "fall
guy," the one left holding the bag,
becomesahero.
What of the Constitution? What are
we defending if not the the freedom
guaranteedandsafeguardedunder thelaw
of the land? Hey, the president can
spend trillions of dollars on defense,as
he has, but throw it all away by
weakening and undermining the
Panama, Spain,Germany andItaly. I'm
sureyoucan add your own to the list.
So why the popularity of the;
Republican candidates? It is just
possible that it isbecause we eachhear
them say what we want them to say.
Some hear "theend of abortion," some
hear "no inflation," "no street crime,"
"no forced bussing," but probably the
most common is fear of something,
anything. The Republican message is
subliminal. It is all things to all men.
Andtoday Americans want tobelieve in




what he had revealed,is unsupportable
and false.
Buckley divulgednothing. The arms
shipments were facilitated by CIA
because then-DCI Bill Casey was a
close friendofBuckley's. When Casey
was approached by the National
Security Council'sOliver North with a
request for CIA facilitation of the plan,
Casey answered. The plan was not of
CIA origin. Also note that Buckley's
death wasnotconfirmed until longafter
the lastshipment was made. Thus the
statement "shipments made after his
death were essentially blackmail..." is
inaccurate.
This letter does not seek to cast a
shadow on the worth ofSheehan's talk.
Contrarily, we should strongly
encourage increased scrutiny of the Vice
President's recordon intelligenceand the
dangers of secret decision-making, so




Because of the similar feelings about
this particular issue,Iam very pleased
to see LindaMacchia's article, "Lack of
dialogue on women's views," which
appeared in the Nov. 3 Spectator. I
think she makes some very good
connections between thelack of access
to discuss women's views and the lack
of access toGeorgeBush's presentation.
Some members of the Peace and
Justice Center, myself included, have
been trying to gathera groupof women
together to discuss women's issues and
women's views. This letter is an
invitation to all women, especially to




I've searched my vocabulary for an
adequate metaphor to describe the
writing of Ken Benes, yet theonly one
Icould think of that is fit to print is
CRAP! (double and triple CRAP).
Neverhave the standards ofresponsible
journalism suffered so greatly.
Opinions are...well let's just say
everyonehas one. Anopinion is meant
to express one's views on a given
subjector event.
WhatMr.Benes fails todois useany
form of argumentation that resembles
logic, fact, deductive or inductive
reasoning. In short, he spews rather
than articulates. When a side is taken
on an issue, one would expect the
expressed opinion to address the pros
and cons rather than topic assassination
loaded with immature, irrelevant and
amateurish space-filler-journalism.
What a hack! Oops, thereIgobeing
immature, irrelevantandamateurish!
I'moffering achallenge to you,Ken:
for the nexttwo issuesof the Spectator,
pick an issue and write a concise,
accurate,concreteandinformative article
using what might resemble a learned
knowledge of the subject. Stay away
from labels like "whining wimp" and
"dimwit." Write something that
exposes a flaw in reasoning by a
candidate rather than something my
nine-year-old brother would write to
argue for an extrahalf hour of T.V. I
knowyoucando it,Ken!
Let us find out what you are really
learning in the School ofJournalism. I
hope $8500 a year buys more
instruction in writing thancan be found
in The Enquirer! Iknow you've got it
inyou! Just two issues, that's allIask.
When and if this occurs, I'll recant
publicly and write a letter of apology
praising your personal creative
potential. If you are unable to do so,
allIask is that you send acopy of your
article,"Twoopinionated dimwits from





Let's face it The Vice-President did
not appear at Seattle University.
Although reports in the press, the
Spectator, The SUN (SU's alum
magazine), and so on may have
confused the issue, the Vice-President of
the United States was not on campus
Oct. 11, 1988. If the Vice-President of
the United States had been on campus
andhad come to deliver an educational
addresson "Business Ethics," thenIam
sure the community would have
respondedas befits the office of Vice-
President.
However, candidate-for-President
George Bush did indeed appear on
campus. The distinction is important,
for then the discussion focuses upon the
nature of political campaigning. So
George Bush was on campus for a
campaign speech. In that case
disruptions, protestorsoutsidebuildings
and inside auditoriums are partof the
whole atmosphere of a political
campaign, indeed of any political
forum. Witness the House of
Commons where the Prime minister is
routinely interrupted inher speechesby
the opposition, a long tradition of
dissent.
George Bush was certainly prepared
for any disruption. His line was ready.
He had experienced disruptions before
and knew they were part of what
political life in a democracy is all
about. So this is not a matter of
"polite" or "arrogant" behavior. It is
about the natureof politics. IfMichael
Dukakishad been at thepodium, then a
spectator wouldcertainly have theright
to stand up and ask about his position
on abortion, especially at this campus.
The titles candidates areallowed tokeep
as theycampaign may be good for the
candidates,but theyconfuse theissues.
So remember,you didnot seeor hear
theVice-President atSeattleUniversity.
Iwouldlike to have the Vice-President
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have our president His name is
argeBush.
For Republicans, it's time to
celebrate. For the third time in three
elections, their party has wonbig. The
Reaganrevolution liveson.
For Democrats, it's a time to
regroup. It's also a time for some
serious questions and some self-
reflection.
What has happened to the
Democratic party? In thelast 20 years,
they've wononce. They've lost five.
A quick recap.
1968. Richard Nixon wins a close
oneover HubertHumphrey.
1972. Richard Nixon destroys
GeorgeMcGovern.
1976. Jimmy Carter squeaks one
outover GeraldFord.
1980. Ronald Reagan destroys
Jimmy Carter.
1984. Ronald Reagan destroys
Walter Mondale.
1988. George Bush wins
convincinglyover MichaelDukakis.
What is going on here? This is the
party that was a corner-stone of for
America since the Great Depression.
This is the party that gave us Franklin
Roosevelt, Harry Truman, John
Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and even
AdlaiStevenson.
This is the party that continuously
dominates the senateand the house. It
isaparty thatgives us amajority ofour
governors. It is a party that gives us
some of the most recognizablepolitical
figuresofour times.




"I think people simply vote with
their pocket books," said one
Democratic advisor. "When they think
of a Democrat, they think of a tax-
raiser. And for mostpeople, taxesarea
very ugly word.Idon'tknow how many
times Ihear, 'You're a Demo so you
must like to pay taxes.'"
"I simply think there is a
conservative trend in our nation," said
another advisor. "People are simply
learning Republican in their thinking.
Just like people were leaning
Democratic in the 30's and40's. And
someday the trend will againshiftback.
But right now, the word liberal has
almostbecomepureprofanity."
"I think the biggest problem is a
lack of a message that appeals to the
entirenation," said KennethSimpson, a
Democratic advisor from Seattle. "The
Democratic candidates seem to be very
strong in many regions. But in areas
such as the deep-south or the fanning
states in the mid-west, themessage just
isn't appealing to enoughpeople for a
Democraticcandidate tostandachance."
But for most people, myself
included, the answers are even clearer
than all of this.
First, the wrongpeople arerunning.
Michael Dukakis in '88? Walter
Mondale in '84? What is that?
Where are you, Mario Cuomo?
Where are you Sam Nunn? Where are
you, BillBradley? It could be argued
that these three men are the strongest
candidates the Democrats have to offer.
But where were they? All three
campaigned for Dukakis. But for the
most part, they were nowhere to be
found.
Second, the Democrats are running
stupidcampaigns.
When youlook at theracein '88, it's
hard to believe Dukakis couldn't do
better. InJuly he had a 17 point lead.
He was running against a candidate
belonging to anadministration trying to
deal with Irangate and over100criminal
indictments.
But Duke blew it because he ran a
stupid campaign. He was plastic. He
lacked a message. His television
advertising was some of the worst
politicshas everseen.
And when he finally put it all
together three weeks ago, when the
message arrived and the advertising
started toclick,it was toolate.
So Dukakis lost, just like Mondale
and Carter. TheRepublicans,even with
all of their problems, have again won
easily.
For the Democrats, the hope is for
'92. But that is fouryearsaway.
And until then, one party looks to
continued control of the White House,
while another party is left grasping for
answers to "Where did wego wrong?"
The election's over, so remember the vets
ByKENBENES
Managing Editor
As much as we sometimes wish
they'd never go away, the elections are
over. It's time to get back to normal.
No more mudslinging. No more
arguing over the issues. No more "paid
political advertisements" on television.
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 9. The
day's conversations will focus on the
winners andlosers in the various races.
Regardlessof whodid better, democrat
or republican, it iscertain that the word
democracy will come into play
fnewherealong the line.Two days from now,Friday, Nov.. we will celebrate Veteran's Day.
For most of SU's students and faculty,
the day will simply provide an
opportunity to get a head start on the
weekend.
But as you start to milk the three
days off for all they're worth,pause for
a moment and think about what this
particular holiday isallabout.
Sure some people will display flags
on the front porch,as my parents do.
Others will visit cemeteries to lay
flowers or share in small ceremonies.
Others will see the typical footage of
the Vietnam Memorial Wall, the names
of thousands ofAmerican dead carvedin
the black granite.
Yet for mostof us non-veterans, the
holiday is nothing more than the
celebration of a three-day weekend. This
is particularly true for me. ThursdayI
turn 22. Thursday night should bequite
abit of fun.
Iwas born into a generation which
knows littleabout war. SureIgrew up
with John Wayne and "The Sands of
Iwo Jima." But this is nothing
compared to the generationbefore mine,
which grew up with Tet, My Lai and
Khe Sahn.
Yetfor someone who has had little
appreciation for veterans due to my own
nonchalance,Ihave been surroundedby
them as oflate.
My grandfather served in the
Phillipeans in World War 11. One of
my newest friends served and fought at
Pearl Harbor on Dec.7. My SUhistory
professor fought the Nazis in the
European theater. Oneof my neighbors
fought the Vietcongasa Green Beret in
1968. Another new friend saw combat
in Vietnam while serving in U.S.
SpecialForces in1965.
Just look around. Veterans are not
unaccesible. They are most likely some
of your friends, your family, your
neighborhood.
These people are not eccentrics.
They are not "baby killers" who
massacred the village of My Lai. They
are not sociopaths. They are not
unfriendly. Theyare just veterans.
And for themostpart, theyaren't all
that recognizable.
"We're not that different from
everyoneelse,"one veteranrecently told
me. "WeIwalk down the street,people
don't look at me and say 'Look, he
served in Vietnam.' We're just people,
andIthink for 99 percent of us, that's
all weever try tobe."
But for one day,Nov.11, these men
have theright to behonoredas veterans.
And although their day is often a
holiday overlooked,itis still theirs.
So when you think about yesterday's
election results,andyouhear all the talk
about "democracy in action" or
"democracy at its best," think about the
veterans, the men and women who
helpedpreserve theseideals.
Say goodbye to another campaign
ByKENBENES
ManapinpF.riitr>r
Another presidential election has
come and gone. The votes have been
cast. We haveanew leader.
A victory speech has been given.
Smiles andcheers and wildapplause.
A concession speech has also been
made. Again, smiles and cheers and
wildapplause.
One winner. One loser. Happiness.
Defeat. Talk of what will be. Talk of
whatcould'vebeen.
These are the finalpicturesin along,
longprocess we use toelect our leaders.
Some argue that this is American
democracy at itsbest.
Ijust think it's sort of silly.
This campaign started last winter.
Doesn't it seem like a million years
ago?
There was Robert Dole winningbig
in lowa. All that talk of the Bush
campaign fallingapart.




him? Very religious guy who,among
other things, won the Washington State
Primary?
Do you remember anyof thoseother
Republicans who gave winning the
presidency a shot? Jack Kemp?
Alexander Haig?Pierre DuPont?Ididn't
think so.
Then there were the Democrats.
What abunch.
Front-runner Gary Hart fell in love
with Donna Rice for a while, then
returned to his wife and dropped outof
the race. But then, a little while later,
he returned.
"Let's let the peopledecide,I'mback
in therace."
About three people voted for him
afterall that.
Dick Gephart flew into the race and
won lowa. He won a few other
primaries too. TimeMagazine said that
amongallof the Democratic candidates,
he had "the most realistic economic
agenda."
Itgothim along way,didn't it?
Paul Simon entered the race with a
down-home, sort of working man's
truthfulness that appealed to a lot of
people. Remember the bow tiesand all
the jokes about Art Garfunkle? But
Simon failed to receiveenoughsupport,
andhedroppedout.
Al Gore won Super Tuesday. Then
disappeared.
Then there was Jesse Jackson. His
words could excite and inspire almost
any audience. But would his skin color
become an issue? Or would he become
the first black to win the nomination?
For awhile, it looked like he had a
chance. But it was not tobe.
Everybodykept wonderingwhen the
Cuomo's and the Bradley's and the
Nunn's would step foreward and
straighten this mess up. They never
did.
That left a relatively unknown from
Massachusettes with a reputation for
intelligence, taxesandbushy eyebrows.
He wouldbe themanfor theDemocrats.
Then came the conventions.
Dukakis was riding high with a 17-
point lead. "Where was George?"could
beheardall over theplace.
But the lead dwindled. The
Republicans had their convention. Bush
looked strong. But then he picked
Quayle andall hell broke lose.
Then came the debates, which
provided little information but gave
every comic a wealth ofmaterial.
Then came the ads and the
mudslinging.
Then came the final push. Bush
came toSU, whichcauseda stirbecause
he wouldn'tanswer questions.
Then came more ads and
mudslinging.
Then came all the last minute
whistle-stops and all those last minute
polls.
Thencame election day.
And there you have it. The last ten
months worth ofpolitics in a nutshell.




My first and only concession speech
Nobody voted for me,
andI'm a tad ticked
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Hi America. Hi SeattleUniversity.
Well, as you probably know by
now,Iwill notbe your president
After two weeks of rigorous
campaigning, my attempt to win this
nation's highest position as a candidate
for the fascist partyhas endedin failure.
And as a political candidate,Ihave
never once told a lie. SoIwon't start
now. Losing hurts like hell.
Now Iknow the odds were stacked
againstme,and it wouldbe easy to just
simply say Bush and Dukakis were
simply better candidates. But they
weren't
Sure my campaign was in trouble
from the beginning. Ionly had two
weeks to sway the American voters.
AndIhad little money. Andmy staff
consisted of only three people, myself
included. AndIwas the onlyone who
stayedsober.
YetIcouldhave won.
So why didn't I? Because the stupid
system ismessed up.
Take George Bush for example. He
had a lotof unfair advantages over me
right from the start. He got to be vice
president for eight years. He had a lot
ofpeople working for him. Hehad tons
of money in the bank. He got to make
commercials on TV.
Ididn't get to doany of that.
Nobody asked me to be vice
president.Nobody wanted to work for
me. Nobody wanted to give me any
money. Nobody wanted to take my
pictureor anything.
They just screamed "Shut up and
leave usalone."
Do you think anyone besides Dan
Rather and Barbara Bush screams at
George?Idoubt it
Here Iam, managing editor of the
Spectator. Every week Itry to write
lots of articles so people will have
something toread.
So thenIdecide to run for president,
andIget one lousy vote. One lousy
vote. What didIever do todeserve this?
Now Iknow there are some people
who don't like me. They send in their
letters to the editor and their guest
editorials,blasting me for my political
opinions. Iwasn't expecting these
people to votefor me.
Ialsoknow there area lot ofpeople
who don't take me veryseriously. They
were probably saying things like "Ken
isn't reallyrunning forpresident." Well
Iwas. ButIdid take this disbelieving
mentality into consideration, and I
wasn't expecting votes from these
people either.
But what about the rest of you?
What about you,mom? Why didn't you
vote for your own son. And what
happened to you, dad? You're
politically oriented.Icould'veusedyour
vote.
Ieven have alittle sister whoattends
SU. What happened to you? Wasn'tI
the one who used to make you cereal in
the morning? Some thanksIget.
And what about you, Steve^"Little
Benito" Clarke. We're supposed to be
co-workers and co-fascists. What
happened?
And whatabout all of those greatSU
professors. Every weekItry to write
clear, concise articles which feature
correct andaccuratequotes. So how do
you repay me? You vote for Bush or
Dukakis.
Bush and Dukakis. I'm so sick of
those names. Who are these guys,
anyway?
Iknow who they are. They're
political big-shots who like nothing
better than stepping on little fascists
like me. But I'll show them. Someday
I'll show everyone.
You just waitand see. In 25 years,
people will say "Who was George
Bush? Who wasMike Dukakis?" These
two,rich power mongers will have long
since faded outof the political scene.
But just waitand see where I'm at in
25 years. I'llbe in thatbig whitehouse
on 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. I'll be
king of the hill, first on the list, A-
Fascist candidate Ken Benes receives the bad news: His bid for
the presidency has fallen short.
number-one. I'llbe calling all of the You see,Ireceived one vote, my
shots. own. So the wayIlook at it, nobody
And when people come crawling to else but me likes Ken Benes. And I'll
me, asking me to drag this country out remember that,
ofone crisisafter another,I'llremember And someday I'll goose-stepall over
this day. AndI'll laugh. the restof you.
Bush: every comic's dream
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Itdoesn't takea genius to figure out
whathappenedinyesterday'spresidential
election.
A.B.C. News spelled it out for me
veryeffectively.
There was themap. A verycolorful
map, in fact. It was the U.S.A. All
fifty states wererepresented. The states
were white at first. But when a
candidate won a state, it was given a
color.
GeorgeBush had thecolor red.
Michael Dukakishad thecolor blue.
And by the end of the night, there
was alot morered thanblueon the flag.
Iwonder what would have happened
if an odd-ball candidate, say someone
likeLyndonLaßouche, had wonastate.
Whatcolor wouldheget?
Can't you just imagine the panic in
thenewsroom?
Peter Jennings: And in Ohio,
the projected winner is Bush. Look at
Ohio turn red.
David Brinkley: And in West
Virginia, the projected winner is
Dukakis. Look at West Virginia turn
blue.
Jennings: And in Rhode Island,
the projected winner is Lyndon
Laßouche. Look at Rhode Island
turn...Uh...




Jennings: Lavender with orange
stripes?
Wouldn't thatbegreat?Ithink so.
But nothing like that ever really
happens. All the elections ever give us
arered, white andblue.
And then there are all those high-
priced analysts who try to tell us who
won. What abunch ofcrap.
The winners were the traditional
republicans. No, the winners were the
conservative democrats. No, the
winners were the Amercian people. No,
the winners were the political
advertisers. Blah,blah,blah.
Inmy opinion, thereal winners were
the comedians of the world.
Back in July,a friend of mine told
me one thing: If you're a comic, you
have toroot for GeorgeBush to win.
Ibelieve that withall of myheart.
Just look at some of the articles I
wroteduring thispresidentialcampaign.
Igot a lotof enjoyment out of poking
fun atBush.Ihad a blast,in fact. And
sure some people loved it,while others
hated it But at least theyread it.
Iwas often asked throughout the
campaign, "I read all of your articles
making fun ofGeorge Bush. When are
you going to make fun ofDukakis?"
Well,Itriedand triedand tried. ButI
had a hard time. Sure Duke is plastic,
and he's a liberal, and he has bushy
eyebrows, and his head is
unproportionally big compared to the
rest of his body. But the opportunities
to make fun ofDukakis were somewhat
limited. And the opportunities to make
fun of Bush wereenormous.
Bush has everything it takes to be a
comics dream come true. He is a
popularpresident, but he is also full of
noticeable flaws.
He looks funny. He talks with abit
of a whine. He was involved with
Iran/Contra. He was involved with
Gen.Noriega. He pickedDanQuayleas
a running mate. The list goes on and
on.
And I'm sure that all over the
country today, comedians are sitting
down to write their George Bush
material.
"Most presidents bringa first lady to
the White House. GeorgeBush brought
afirst grandma."
That's my attempt. Iknow it's
weak,butI'm also very Ured.
But by next week,I'm sureI'll beall
stocked up on George Bush jokes. All
comics will. It's just so easy.
Like most Americans, I not
completely sure whatGeorge Bush will
do for the country. He could be great.
He could be rotten. There's no way to
tell.
But one thing is for certain. George
Bush is the answer to the prayers of a
lotofcomedians.
Itshould bea funny for years.
Unless, of course, something
happens to George and Dan Quayle
takes over.
Then it will be an even funnier four
years.
Fascist's big election loss
suits his mother just fine
ByMARIANNE BENES
Special from Ken's mom
Quite frankly, I'mglad Ken lost his
bidfor president. Me, the firstmother?
No way.
I'm too young.Ihave things to do.I
want to take French lessons. Iwant to
learn to ski.Besides, it's toohard a job.
Take George Washington's mother,
for example. Who do you think gave
George that dollar? And what do you
think he was supposed to do with it?
Call home.
But no, George threw it across the
Potomic. So there sat Mama
Washington, quilting and rocking,
rocking andquilting, waiting for the call
thatnever came.
Andpoor oldMrs.Lincoln.She tried
to tell her son tosimplify his speeches.
"Abe, can't you just say 87 instead
of four score and seven?" she pleaded.
"And why must you say Emancipation
Proclamation? Can't you just say "Free,
free,set them free?'"
Then there's Miss Lillian Carter.
Jimmy gets elected and moves to
Washington. What does Miss Lillian
get to do? Harvest a million acres of
peanuts.No wondershe joinedthe Peace
Corps. Beats picking peanuts in the hot
sunany day.
You know,Ialways did like the
scent of cherry blossoms. But me, the




Author discusses press manipulation
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
Government efforts at media
manipulation combine withpress self-
censorship to makenews organizations
"much moreofaconduit thanacritic of
the government," according to author
Mark Hertzgaard.
Hertzgaardspoke toapproximately 60
people Thursdayevening in the Barman
Auditorium about his book,"On Bended
Knee: The Press and the Reagan
Administration."
He noted the techniques of Reagan's
press aides represent a refinement of
former President Nixon's approach.
That strategy,Hertzgaardsaid,basically
consistedofcreatingstagedeventsrather
than allowing reporters to directly
question thepresident
He noted the Bush campaign has
learned to "keep the scriptedcandidate
away from reporters," and thus control
news coverage.
"The line of the day" is a public
relations device chosen every morning
at the White House, he said. The
purpose is to give thepress something
"newsworthy" to distract attention from
badnews and keep reporters busy with
what theadministration wants heard,he
said.
While such an approach does not
always result in positive coverage for
the president,Hertzgaard observed, the
overall result is favorable. Even after
all the Iran-contra reporting, he noted,
top Reagan aide James Baker 111 said,
"We were very pleased with the
coverage wegot"
The strategy of Reagan's people
includes a friendlyapproach to reporters
that Nixon's White House lacked,
Hertzgaardsaid. Headded their success
has notbeen loston other Republicans
and theDemocrats as well.
"The Reagan experience has
institutionalized this approach to
politics," he said. The ultimate
indication of its power, Hertzgaard
noted, was revealed in the the public's
acceptanceof Bush'srunningmate.
"If you can sell Dan Quayle to this
country," he said, "you can sell
practically anything."
Hertzgaard said a certain amount of
public relations maneuvers by the
governmentisnecessary. "Youhave to
do that," he said, in order to pass
legislation andinform the publicofnew
programs, for example.
He said what bothers him the most
about the relationship between thepress
and the Reagan White House is the






He cited the New York Times'
withdrawalof reporterRay Bonner from
ElSalvador after he covered the death
squads there. "Everyone at the New
York times saw whathappened to Ray
Bonner,"Hertzgaard said.
Journalists around the country came
to believe it wasn't wise to report facts
which contradicted what the
administration said about Central
America,he said.
Hertzgaard observed the 1980
landslide for Reagan prompted many
reporters to "wonder if they weren't out
of step" with the American public.
WashingtonPosteditor Ben Bradlee told
him peoplegriped after Watergate that
the press was too much on the attack
againstpresidents.
The mediabeganreportingonly what
people in government told them,
Hertzgaard said. Hecited the 1981 tax
cuts, which he said no major news
organizations wouldlabel asa favor to
therichuntil then-budgetdirector David
Stockman saidasmuchin aninterview.
In place of investigating and
analyzing, Hertzgaard said, the press
covered issues suchas the tax cuts like
"a horse race between Reagan and Tip
CNeil."
The media is afraid it will look
political if it criticizes the government
toomuch,headded.
Hertzgaard said the public must share
the blame for the absence of tough
reporting in the mainstream media.
Publications which do critical
investigations struggle with low
circulation,heobserved,and right-wing
pressures on the press have no
comparable counterparton the left
Hertzgaard said people should
encourage their local news outlets to
investigate more and follow up on the
critical reports which hesays doappear
from time to time.
"Write aletter or make aphonecall,"
Hertzgaardsaid. "It has an effect." He
noted it is better to act as a group if
possible.
Mark Hertzgaard





boost their campaigns in the library
auditoriumNovember 5.
Slade Gorton,Ken Eikenberry,Brian
Boyle, Bob Williams, and Andy
McLauchlan all spoke on their own
behalf, while George Bush was
represented by Linda Ayers and Sam
Reed byBarbaraPrince toagroupof40
people. Each speech was followed by a
question and answer period with the
exception of Gorton, who was late for
another appointment
"The most important issue," said
Gorton, "is that we keep the U.S.
peace. We must be aware of national
security, the behavior of the legislature,
themodelofdemocracy weare for other
nations. In order to maintainpeace, we
must remain strong...We (the
government) face a ranges of other
challenges, but we can accomplish
solutions only inpeace, with a strong,
growing economy.
Like Gorton, Bush representative
Ayers (a politician from West Virginia)
supported "peace throughstrength,as in
the Reagan-Bush years. In these years,
not one new country has fallen to a
foreign nation,and we have signed the
INF treaty. For reasons like these,
George Bush is the best-qualified
candidate inhistory."
Ayers also compared the Reagan
administration with the Carter
administration. "In the '80s people
were beautifully educated,butcould not
get jobs,interest rates were high,andso
was inflation. In criticizing the
Reagan-Bush administration remember
the enormity of the task they faced in
1980."
"Consumer law andprotectionare the
objectives," said Eikenberry of his bid
for Attorney General. "Prior to my
election in 1981, no one dealt with
criminal law. Iwas the first one to get
out there and investigate an prosecute
crimes." He hopes to expand this
service by "goingafter drug enterprises
be identifying their assets, then break
them financially." He also plans to
address the problems for the victims of
crime, who have "been treated much
likepiecesof evidenceinthepast."
"I want to take the handcuffs off law
enforcement," said gubernatorial
candidate Williams. "I also want to
stop the incumbent governor Booth
Gardner's program of importing
criminals into our jails" referring to
Gardner's attempt to gain revenue for
the state by housing criminals from
other areas in Washington jails for a
fee. He alsoplans toreduce thesupply
and demand for drugs and "give
education toppriority."
"I face a triple challenge," said
McLauchlan, who is running for state
treasurer. "Thesearename recognition,
theexplanationof what the office does,
and explaining what Ido...State
treasurer is thechief financial office for
the state, a places for financial
leadership and for the perusal of
innovation." His top priority is to
"work with the government and
legislature reducing the state's deficit,
and supporting the pension system."
He said that he would also institute an
educational savings program where
parentsput money into a trust where it
would be invested,and thechild could
later put the dividends towards college
tuition.
Commission of Public Lands hopeful
BrianBoyle said thathehas threegoals,
"to stabilize the sources of income for
X through 12 construction projects,
make progress with the Evergreen
Council (a new non-profit organization
directed atbusinessand trade),and fight
the pollution of our waters due to
plastic litter."
Sam Reed, the Republican candidate
of state auditor, was represented by
Barbara Prince, a student at the
University of Washington. Prince
describes the jobof stateauditor as that
of "a watchdog, where theoffice holder
sniffs out spending, and facilitates the
transfer of information and good
auditingprocedures." She says that the
electionof Reed would "preventanother
WPPS problem," referring to the half-
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The deciduals are afire in all their
autumn glory and splendor.




transformation leading to color change
in the trees as dramatic as the finished
product. But there is more going on
than leaves dying and detatching from
their branches.
Trees, plants, bushes and shrubs
which drop their leaves annually are
known as deciduous. Sensitivity to
light (or lack thereof)and temperature
change initiates the breakdown of
chlorophyll, the green pigment in
leaves. This, in turn reveals the ever-
presentbut lessabundant carotenoids,or
red, yellow,andorangepigments.
The sequence of events triggeredby
numerous environmental factors,
including air pollution, is much more
complicated and not quite fully
understood.
MargaretHudson,associateprofessor
of biology, says trees and plants are
able to sense the onset of the cooler
seasons and respond to protect
themselves.
"Leaf structure and this process of
changeare so detailed-leaves don't just
change color,die and fall of the tree,"
Hudson says. "Energy molecules are
being taken from the leaves and stored
in the stems, trunk,androots tobe used
inthe spring for new growth."
Hudson explains it is comparable to
salvaging» car with abrokenpan "If a
part wears outin a car, youdon't drive
thecar off theedgeof acliff,you save
it and replace the broken part. It's the
same for the tree.When theexistence of
a treebegins tochange because ofcold
and shorter days,energy molecules are
moved to other partsof the tree to be
Thanksgiving drive begins at SU
ByBODETTEPENNING
StaffReporter
A donation of food or clothing can
givea needy person something extra to
be thankful about during this holiday
season. The Volunteer Center staff at
Seattle University is asking students
help them fill 50 baskets of food and
bring clothing to the Volunteer Center
during their Thanksgiving food and
clothing drive from November 14 to22.
"As we turn to the holiday season,
it's agood time to reflect on our values,
and how we focus on andchoose tocare
for people in need. In our society, it's
easy to create needs and address our
wants,but it's not alwayseasy to focus
on meeting other people's needs," said
Sue Koehler, Volunteer Center
coordinator.
After elections, the focus is often on
how our officials can meet these needs,
but our officials can't do everything,and
we still need to take responsibility for
the well-beingof others,Koehler said.
"I think it's the perfect time of the
year to look at this question as a first
step to invite thecommunity to look at
how weas acommunity meet the needs
of thecity," sheadded.
Food baskets put together by
residence hall floors, clubs, and other
student groups will go to the
Providence Regina House for low-
income people in the Central District.
Baby foodis alsoneeded for these food
baskets.
Sue Koehler
Donations of women's clothing will
go to the Helen B.Ratcliff house for
ex-offender women.
Men's clothing will be donated to the
St. Francis House clothing bank for
men in the central area and First Hill.
Warm clothes,heavy work clothes and
boots are especially needed, Koehler
said. Donations of children's clothing
will alsobe acceptedand distributed to
low-incomechildren.
"We hope this will be the first step
for people in thecommunity tobecome
more aware and to get involved in
activities all yearlong," Koehler said.
Roger Dowdy, a Matteo Ricci
student, began volunteer work Spring
quarter 1986,anddecided to takeayear
off from school in order to experience
working with the homeless as a full
time staff member at St. Martin De
Porres.
Dowdyis attendingclasses again this
year and working at St. Martin De
Porrespart time.
"At first,Ididn't think Iwould get
this involved," Dowdy said.
"SometimesIdon't really wantto go to
work, but most days Ido, because I
want to see my friends. When youput
names, faces, and characteristics to the
statistics, they are no longer removed
from you."
"Volunteeringcangivepeopleasense
of unity and harmony within society, li
really breaks down the stereotypes and
helps ca lse cohesiveness. It's
important for everyone to volunteer,
most importantly young adults,inorder
to make decisions in the future. Ihope
that people who volunteer will carry
their experiences with them to the
voting booth or into government, and
help to mend this breach of society
caused by government standards and
stereotypes,"Dowdy said.
colors are no accident
utilizedinnew springfoliage."
Oneof thebetter places in thearea to
witness the beautiful results of this
transformation is on Seattle
University'scampus.
Although some of the trees and
bushes have peaked and are slowly
declining in their fall colors and
blossoms, there are many which hold
on to theirs abit longer.
From the red-leafed, fruit-bearing
quince shrub tucked in among the
bloomingMediterranean fuchsia and the
tri-colored dogwood in front of the
Madison Building, to the quietly
inviting Japanese garden on the
southeast side of Campion Towers,
SU's grounds are abundant with an
exotic variety of bushes, trees, flowers
andshrubs.
D.C. Clausen, SU's senior gardener,
says extensive planning goes in to the
selection and layout of campus
landscaping. The aesthetic appeal of
shapes, sizes, textures, and colors of
SU's flora in relation to the surrounding
architecure ismost important.
"For instance," saysClausen, "When
planting around a red brick building, a
tree or bush withgold autumncoloring
would be the best choice. With the
cement planter, we'll combine a tall,
green,non-floweringplantor grass with
a bright floweringplant, likea begonia
or slavia victoria (a spiney plant with
delicate purple flowers growing down
the stem)."
Clausen attributes SU's unique
landscape toalotof creative license and
a greatground crew, headed by Cisco
Miller, supervisor of ground
maintenance for 10 years.
"Cisco has great idea's," Clausen
says. "Everybody on thecrew has ideas
and input.
"
Clausen says his favorite part of
campus is the Japanese gardendesigned
by landscape architect Kaboda, whose
influence is evident throughout the
grounds.
The garden represents a natural
landscape. The taller rocks are
mountains, the flat rocks are islands,
the pond and surrounding bed are the
sea.Kaboda didextensiverock work and
designing for SUduring the '60s.
Some species worthy of a second
look while still in their autumn finery
include a congregation of statuesque
Lombardi poplars, just to the north of
the BuhrBuilding.It isnot somuch the
Lombardi's fall colors as it is the
motion of theleaves when they catch a
bitof abreeze that is interesting to see.
The deep ruby and fragile nandina
domestica or "heavenly bamboo" is also
to be admired. Planted to the right of
the entranceof a Japanese garden, this
typeof grass will cause anyevil spirits
to jumpoff thebody of those whovisit
thegarden.
The giant Magnolia tree, also near
Campion, with its baseball-size,
cinnamon-smelling seed pods, the
ancient Chinese Gingko trees in the
Casey Building's "backyard", with its
lemon-yellow fanned leaves, and the
crimson sweetgums with their unusual
wingedbark are all uniqueresidents of
SU'scampus.
Thebest vantagepoints oncampus to
enjoy Mother Nature's handiwork are
the southeast bathroom on the second
floor of the Garrand Building (women
only,please) or any roomon the fourth
floor,northeast sideof Pigott.
Toappreciate the whole show,avisit
to the 12th floor of Campion provides
the best view.
But the onset of colder weather is
taking its toll. Susceptible to every
slight drop in temperature and every
gust of wind that blows through
campus, the colors and blossoms are
fading fast.
D. C. Clausen (right), senior gardener, enjoys a break
with fellow gardener Dave Helgeson.
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SUPeace andJustice reacts to election
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
As the local and national media
presented it's viewers with resultsof the
presidential race last night, the Seattle
University Peace andJustice Center met
in their Student Union Building office
to discuss the impact the election will
haveon their concerns.
And although the Bush victory was
only an hour old, thePeace and Justice
reaction camequickly." For Brian Smith, the election was
something that should be given both
presentand futureconsideration.
"We at Peace and Justice want to
stress the importance of thinking in
long terms," he said. "The campaign is
over, but the impact of the campaign
has just begun."
Smith stressed that the elections
results must be looked at in terms of
howcitizens areaffected.
"Regardlessof who won, there are
still people who are homeless, jobless
or without health insurance," he said.
"There are people whose basic human
needs are not being met. It will be
interesting tosee how Bush meets these
needs."
Nancy Edwards said she felt Bush's
big win would make the Democratic
party evaluate itself.
"I see the election results as a clear
message to theDemocrats," she said. "I
feel they need to be more sensitive to
the needs of the disenfranchised, the
poor, the minorities and the homeless.
The party also needs to be more
sensitive to the needs of the working
class."
As a whole, the election brought
both positive and negative reaction for
Jim Davis.
"This campaign demonstrates the
need for more accountability from our
candidates,"he said. "In this campaign,
Ithink there was verylittle of this,"
ButDavis did find encouragementin
the high voter turnout in Washington,
which may have been as high as 80
percent throughout the state.
"Isee the high figures in turnout as
an indication of increasing activism in
the northwest," he said. "Morepeople
are paying attention and getting
involved."
Members of Seattle University's Peasce and Justice Center discuss the







designed to replace headaches and long
lines,begins November 13-January 10
for Winter quarter.
Everyone will register through the
Touchtone system with theexceptionof
students taking Independent Study and
variable credits, as well as those
attempting to enter closed classes,
according to theRegistrar'sOffice. Both
adds and drops will be completed
through thenew system.
Students are instructed to meet with
their academic advisors as soon as
possible in order to clear all holds
before their appointed Touchtone
registration time. Financial holds can
also be cleared ahead of time at the
Controller's office.
According to Mike Sheehan,
registration specialist, "Thenew system
is simpler and extremely user-friendly."
The elaborate and usually expensive
system has been made available to
Seattle University at minimal cost
because the creators wanted a small,
private school like ours to "work the
bugs outof it," he said.
At a demonstration of a sample
registration call by Sheehan, curious
students listened as hedialed in the 296-
CLAS number to begin theprocess. A
soft voice,introducing herself as Mary,
guided the caller step by step from
entering in the social security number
as identification to listing each desired
coursereference number.
Duringa sample call demonstratinga
possible hold, a deep male voice
relayed, "There is a problem in
processing your call. Please call back
later. Goodbye." Students receiving
this response can call the registrar's
office to findout why there isa holdby
dialing "0."
Touch Tone Registration Worksheets
are available along with the Winter
Quarter Schedule on campus. The
worksheetprovides anorganized format
to guide the student visually while
registering over the phone. Further
help with using the system can beI
obtained bydialing 296-5850.
If all works well, touchtone
registration will ease student anxiety
this quarter and make tiring, endless
registrationlines a thingof thepast.
SU computers spared
from last week's 'virus'
Seattle University's computers were
not affected by the computer "virus"
which spread across the nation last
week,according toLinda Davis,director
of computer information services.
"We're not connected to the network
the virus was traveling through," Davis
explained.
SU's computer science department
utilizes USENET for itselectronic mail
service, she said. Other institutions,
including many universities,use the
U.S. Defense Department's Arpanet
computer network which bogged down
Wednesdayand Thursday after a "bug"
reportedlyplantedbyagraduate student
at CornellUniversity caused computers
receiving electronic mail to perform
unnecessaryroutines.
Even supercomputers in the system
"ran out of data-storage space and
slowed toacrawl," according toareport
in the Seattle Times. Over 50,000
computers, including some at the
University of Washington, are on the
Arpanetnetwork,thearticle stated.
Davis said it is possible but not
likely the same thingcould happen with
USENET. "The topic certainly will be
researched," shenoted.
Sheadded that security isan ongoing
concern at the department.
Tuition forum
to be held
A forum to discuss tuition raises will
be held in the Library Auditorium at 7
p.m. on Nov. 16, according to Steve
Cummins, executive vice president for
the Associated Students of Seattle
University.
Cummins said the forum will cover
the difference between operating and
capital funds as well as explain why
tuitionhas traditionally riseneach year.
"People wonder if their tuition goes
up so the university can construct
buildingsand fountains,"heobserved.
Cummins said Denis Ransmeier,
PhD., vice president for finance,and
John Eshelman, PhD., executive vice
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Finally after fiveandahalf weeksof
many long hours of preparing lines,
making props,and rehearsing scenes,
theSeattle University's fall production
of "Macbeth" by William Shakespeare
opens tonight. None of Shakepseare's
words have beenchanged,but William
Dore, Chair of the Fine Arts
Department has emphasizedphantom-
like imagesand mystical effects to the
play.
The play is in a primitive setting
with netting for a backdrop and
revolving rock formations. Also fog
fills the stage, which adds to the slow,
but erriemovementof thecharacters.
Twenty-six masks were made
especially for this show. The
uniqueness about the masks is that not
all of them are face masks, but some
stand as tall as the actors. The masks,
with copperandbrasslikemutedcolors,
giveadefinite primitiveaura.
There is a total of 16 cast members,
five actorsplay themain speaking parts
and the 11 other actors play a total of
26 different roles by means of the
masks.
An unique aspect of this fall
performance is the masks are the role
players in this production and the
students had to learnhow to present the
masks as characters to the audience.
Themaincharacters also had tolearn to




Macbeth,Levin Karvosky as Banquo,
BrianSchorr as McDuff and DonJones
as Malcolm.
"It's a very physical show," said
Dore. The actors crawl and hang from
the netbackdrop and layandhangupon
the rock formation in animal-like
positions. The majority of the sound
effects are created by the mask
characters. Their noises create the eerie
moodof the play.
The primitive beings and mask
characters are playedby Kat Spellman,
Allyn Turner, Matthew Loegters, The play runs till Tuesday,Nov.
Carolyn Polonsky, Linda Flannery, 15th, at 8 p.m., except for a matinee
Andy Bjelland, Mike McClure, Greg showingat 2 p.m. on Sunday,Nov. 13.
Dorgan,Rick Harmon,Robert Dickson, IIis in
*e
m
Pigott Auditorium and *«
andMark Longbreke. cost is $5.00.




"Big Thing," the debut album by
Blue Zone U.K., reveals a trio with a
lot of potential. Whether thatpotential
will come to fruition depends on the
ability of vocalistLisa Stansfield to go
beyond the strong influences in her
styleofAnnieLennox andSade.
Stansfield couldn't pick two better
mentors if she intends to be
commercially successful while pushing
theedgesof popmusic. But the ground
has been covered so well that "Big
Thing" may well fade into the
woodwork.
That would be a shame. There is a
vigor and vibrancy insomeof thesongs
on this record which makes most of
today's hits sound downright dull b>j
comparison.
"Perfect Crime" contains a strong
performance by Stansfield and a hornl
arrangement which tightly highlights a
very catchy tune. Granted, it owes ad
least a nod to theEurythmics, but wha
cares?
Thisis fun stuff witha hotbeat.
"Perfect Crime" also features
involving lyrics, which unfortunately
cannot be said for the entire album.
Therearepoints when one wondersif a
different performer could bring the
words to life or whether the lyrics are
justplaindead.
In "Without a word to say,"
Stansfield sings, "When you feel it
coming inside" acouple times followed
by the line,"Will this love be lasting,I
hope youhope itdoes..."
It isn't that she doesn't know how to
convey sensuality. On the following
tune, "Sugar Tree," Stansfield is
positively sizzling as she sings about a
kiss that's "sweet and dripping with
deceit."
The other twomembers of the Blue
Zone U.K. trio are lan Devaney and
Andy Morris, who both play horns as
wellas keyboards. The group arrangesI
most of its material,and they do a fine!
From theuse of strings to the choice!
of the various soloists who appear onI
the album, this band displays a nice
sense of taste.
The hot sax solo by Chris "Snake"
Davis in "On Fire" builds on thd
momentumof agreatdancenumber.
Morris' muted trumpet solo on "Hen
SeedyLife" nearly saves a song which
seems to lack a story worth telling.
"GreedyLove" also seems tobogdown!
without clear direction. It's as if
Stansfield feels she must stick to cliche;
blues situations to match the R&R
flavor of the arrangements.
At times the results sound contrived.
The woman in "Her SeedyLife" seems
very two-dimensional,whichis death to
a blues number. This form has been
used so much that only genuine
emotions will make material standout
BlueZone U.K. shows its versatility
within the soul format. "Thinking
about his baby" features harmonies
reminiscent of Earth, Wind and Fire,
while "Jackie," the only tune on the
album not penned by the group,
demonstrates that thisband knows how
tohandle a stockpop tune.
IfStansfield candevelopher strengths
and become comfortable withher own
persona, this group could go a long
way. As it is, they have produced aI
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This space provided as apublic service
U2 Movie 'Rattles and
Hums' to its audience
By KELLY VANDOREN
StaffReporter
A plot? There isn'tone. A message?
Youbet! The clever,not always subtle
production of director Phil Joanou's
film, "TJ2 Rattle and Hum," is an
informative look at one of the world's
hottest rock groups, and the message
this band has been chanting for years
comes through loudandclear.
For 90 minutes, the audience
occupies the ultimate front-row seat
throughout a half-dozenof U2 concerts,
as wellasdocumentary-style interviews
with the band members. All this for$5...beats the cost ofany concert ticket
price by a long shot. Beinga moderate
U2 fan,Ienjoyed the film and themusic,and learned what these talented
musicians have been trying to say for
years. For avid U2 followers, "Rattle
and Hum" is a "two thumbs up" must
see.
The band members, Bono (lead
vocal, guitar, harmonica), The Edge
(Guitar, keyboards, vocal), Adam
Clayton (bass guitar) and LarryMullen
Jr. (drums), speak of the film as a
"musical journey". "Music can be so
boring and conservative,sometimes you
feel like doing something not on the
schedule," said Bono. "Peoplehave said,
'you can't mix politics with music.'I
think that's bullshit."
Mixingpolitics with music is w!iaf
theydo best. Thesweatysingers cladin
black '60s garb belt out lyrics from at
least five of their past ten-plus albums.
They sing of society's problems;
poverty, unemployment, hunger,
racism, apartheidandrevolution through
hit songs such as, "Bullet the Blue
Sky," "Silver and Gold," "Where the
Streets Have no Name," and "Sunday,
BloodySunday."
The film follows the band from a
warehouse-like recording studio in
Dublin,Ireland, to packed coliseums in
Denver and Ft. Worth, to open-air
stadiums in Tempe andSan Francisco.
It continues througha tourof Graceland
to a small church in Harlem, where the
band recorded, "I Still haven't Found
whatI'mLooking for," with thehelpof
thechurch's gospelchoir.
8.8. King joins the band in
performing "When Love Comes to
Town," a song that U2 composed for
him. "You're prettyyoung to writesuch
heavy lyrics," said 62-year-old King
about the youngartists.
The movie is peppered with
symbolism. Dramatic black and white
photography is utilized throughout
most of the film representinga racially
seperated world. Color is then
introduced with theband'sperformance
of "Pride (In the Name of Love)," a
musical tribute toMartin Luther King.
The movie switches back to
duotones with the controversial lyricsof
"Sunday, Bloody Sunday," which
questions the glory of a not-so-recent
bombingattack inIreland. This typeof
production prowess help to sell the
message thatU2hasbeen singingabout
for years... the worldisn't justblack and
white.
"U2Rattleand Hum" is acollage of
music, artistic talent and morality
produced by Micheal Hamlyn with
musicproducer Jimmy lovine. The film
opened at theaters nation-wide last
week.
U2 band from left, Larry Mullen Jr., Adam Clayton, The Edge,





It's the typical college life that
would turn anyone green with envy.
It's the football superstar, whosename
ischanted throughout thestandingroom
only game, as he makes the infamous
touchdown that wins the championship
only a second before the final gun.Or
it's the gorgeous southern belle, whois
the girlfriend of the football superstar
andalso crownedMagnoliaqueen. But
the real icing on the cake is as the
college sweetheart-heroes wave to the
crowd in a royalty-type fashion as the
crowd cheers for their heroes
It's an all American dream... it's
like a fairy tale.
It is a fairy tale for running back,
Gavin "Grey Ghost
" Grey (Dennis
Quaid) and for his college sweetheart,
Babs Rogers (Jessica Lange). But as
Cinderella's fairy Godmother warned
her, the magic disappears when the
clock strikesmidnight or in thiscouple
case when college is over and reality
begins.
Jessica Lange, Dennis Quaid, and
Timothy Hutton star in "Everybody's -
All American,
"
a story about a hero
whose limelight fades, as time
progresses, but the hero tries to keep
the memoryalive.
The story begins in 1956, where
Grey Ghost has a tremendous year as
running back for Louisiana. When the
season ends,every thingis rosy, being
newlymarried to hiscollege sweetheart
(Lange) and a professional football
player for the Washington Redskins.
Everyone wants to be a part of Grey
Ghost's fame. His best friend,Laurence
(John Goodman), his nephew Donnie
(Timothy Hutton) and even a car
salesman(CarlLumby).
But after the glory days of college
football are over, reality hits with a
smack in the face. Grey discovers it's
not just a game in the professional
football world,but it'shard ball. Babs
(Lange)also finds thatbeinga player's
wife isn'tall shehadhoped it to be.
Grey (Quaid)keeps telling Laurence
(Goodman), "I'm special just until I
keep making touchdowns." Even
though Grey says this, he never hears
it himself,instead hebecomes wrapped
up in his past glory days of Grey
Ghost. Laurence only adds toreliving
the pastglory by opening a bar called
Grey Ghost and still retelling the
famous championship play made by
Grey.
The problem with this movie is we
learn the sad fate of the fairy tale
couple too soon in the film, which
could end the movie long before it
actually does. It's thepredictable script
of the famed hero, who continues to
live in the memories of his past glory.
But what this film captures, that most
don't, is the hero, Grey Ghost knows
the fate thatcouldcomebefore him,but
yet doesn't realize that he is already
living his fate.
Themovie doesremind theaudience
of the haunting realization that living
in the past doesn't stop the
chronological clock from ticking.
The actors do a fabulous job at
portraying this harsh,but awakening
reality. The innocence they possess as
college idols and the hardships that
come before them as being an average
person trying tomake it. Dennis Quaid
is superb, in portraying the intense
emotions of frustration and confusion.
Lange is excellent in expressing the
excitement and later the disappointment
of a young woman's "dream" of being
the perfect homemaker and diligent
Lange's character grows throughout
the movie. At first she is the innocent
young woman, whose only goal is to
be the best Mrs Gavin Grey, then
through several hardships, she slowly
becomes an independent working
woman, using the talents she never
thought shehad.
Hutton contributes greatly as
supporting actor, making the fairy tale
couple completebybeing their constant
admirer over a 25 year span. His
character effectively portrays the
progressive time change from 1956 to
1981 by wearing the distinctive
hairstylesof thedifferent decades.
The movie, though predictable
less thanhalf way through, teaches a
very valuable lesson about glory and
fame, that many people tend to forget.
Itleaves anever-present feeling that the
fairy tale doesn't last forever, sooner or
later theclock will strikemidnight.
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SPORTS & RECREATION
Alumni slip past Chieftains
ByMARTYNILAND
StaffReporter
For the first 30 minutes of last
Saturday's varsity vs Alumnibasketball
game, the disciplined teamwork of the
Chieftain men prevailed over the shot
happy, pick-up style of the Alumni
team.
But in the last ten minutes of the
game, the sheer talent and experienceof
the Alumni team overcame the
Chieftains' bestefforts as Ray Brooks,
Gene McClanahan,and some of the
bestChieftain players of the last eight
yearsdefeated this year's SU squad100-
99.The win was the firstby the Alums
in eightmeetings.
Unlike previous Alumni teams,
which werecharacterizedbyset-shooters
andolder players from teams of the late
1960's and early 19705, this year's
alumni team featured a younger, faster
lineup. Seven players from the NAIA
eraplayed for this year'sAlumnisquad.
Brooks and McClanahanleda group of
players from playoff teams in1982, '83
and '84, While Kevin Bailey, Brian
Lockhart and Eric Briggs represented
STJs threemost recentseasons.
Once again, the annual contest was
scheduled on the same night as the
Sonics' home opener,and the 100or so
fans who chose to come to Connolly
Center were fueled at firstby the loud
chants andrhythmic clappingof theSU
cheerleaders. But by the end of the
game, the fans were roaring about a
game that was as excitingas the one it
wascompeting with.
Thealums,relyingontheir speedand
overall experience, were not used to
playing together, and the Chiefs took
advantageof their ragtagoffense and
pick-up defense withadisciplinedattack
and a sharp looking assortment of
zones.
ThereturningChieftains lookedsharp
as they cruised to a 10point leadin the
game'sopeningminutes.Power forward
Eric Petersen's game picked right up
where it left off last season. The 6-5
juniorhit the first shotof thegame and
connected on all six of his first half
shots.HeandJohnKingwouldpace the
Chieftains with 20 points apiece.Guard
Gerald Wright alsohad ahothandearly
in thegame,scoring on long jumpers,a
baseline drive andat the endofa three
on one fast break. Paul Lawrence,his
back court-mate contributed inspired
defense.
The Chieftains also gota boost from
newcomer Robert Hendrix. The 6-9
Junior from ODea high school and
Southern University has transferred
right into the starting lineup, and he
showed why,contributing solid inside
defense and consistent shooting from
the center position.
Midway through the first half,
Chieftain coach Bob Johnson brought
in a team of younger players. While
their shooting and passing was not a
accurate as the starters', they were well
organizedand persistent. They ran the
fast break well and dove hard to save
passes from going out of bounds. In
one sequence, they out-hustled the
alums, grabbing five offensive
rebounds,and moving the ball quickly
to theperimeter,as theyopened the lead
from 10 to 16points.
CurtScheidel,a6-foot freshman from
Vancouver, Wa showeda fine outside
shooting touch,hitting 5 of 8 from the
field,including 2of 3 from three-point
territory. Frank Beach, a 6-4 junior,
played intimidating defense. At one
point, he broke up alumnus James
Gore's dribble, then pursued the play
into the backcourt keeping thepressure
on and forcing a turnover under the
alumni basket.
Toward the end of the half, the
Alumni found some teamwork and cut
the lead to eight points. But Johnson
put the starters in and they increased it
to 12,60-48 at thehalf.
In the second half, the Alumni
developed a game plan. Brooks, the
high scoring swingman for Chieftain
playoff teams in 1984 and 85, took
charge of the offense, while
McClanahan, who led the 1983
Chieftains to their first playoff bid in
25 years, went to work on the boards.
Briggs took over the ballhandling
Chores,and bigmen RonBennett and
Doug Hale alternated to play effective
defense against theSUinsidegame.
The 6-3 Brooks, who thrilled
Connolly Center crowds with his
electrifying slam dunks while playing
for SU,brought back some of his old
magic with three slams to lead the
Alumni comeback.
"I took charge in the second half.





Brooks, who scored 25 of his game-
high 27 points in thehalf. He alsohit 2
three-point shots while going 9 of 16
from the floor and hit on all seven of
his free-throws.
What Brooks wasn't throwing down,
McClanahan was cleaning up.The6-4
forward showed whyhe isSU's all-time
leading shooter,hitting 9 of 11 shots
from the field,and scoring14 pointsoff
the offensive boards. He Finished with
19points and 16rebounds for thegame.
The Alumni comeback began with
15:15 to play when Brooks took an
outlet pass from McClanahan at
midcourt. He got the ball on the left
side, shaked andbaked pastLawrence,
thenroseover theoutstretched Petersen
andeveryoneelse for a monsteroustwo
handed slam thatbrought the crowd to
its feet. That cut the lead to 71-61 and
gave the alumni the momentum they
would need for their finalassault.
Baileycameoff thebench to give the
Alums a boost against the SU subs
helping to cut the Chieftain lead to five
with 7:44 to play. From that point on,
both teams used their starters
exclusively. But the Alumni were
clearly inspired,and their play showed
it. Theykept chipping away at the SU
lead,andkept the intensity levelhigh.
Brooks kept uphis torrid shooting,
canning a three-pointer to bring his
team to within one 93-92 with 3
minutes to play.The teams traded free
throws until the score was 99-98 with
30 seconds toplay. Brooks missed a
layup with 27 seconds to play,but a
trappingdefense forced asteal. Theball
went to Briggs, who also went inside,
butmissedagain.
A foul on the rebound put King on
the line with a chance to win the game
for SU. But the first end of aone-and
-
one was short,and McClanahan scooped
upthe rebound,dribbled to halfcourt and
called timeout.
When play resumed, he took the
inbounds pass, drove the lane from the
right side, and layed the ball off the
glass for the basket and the Alumni
win.
fct guard, Paul Lawrence tries, to no avail, to stop Alumni center, Mark
Simmons lay- in. The Alumni defeated the SU vartslty 100-99.
Th^re iv life after basketball
ByMARTY NILAND
Staff Reporter
They once roamed the courts of
Connolly Center,hooping it up for the
Seattle University Chieftains.
Slamming and jamming their way into
the playoffs, or adding their names to
record, books and honor roles. Now,
basketball is notsucha big partof their
lives. Some are in the 'real world',
pursuing families andcareers,andsome
are still in school finishing their
degrees.
LastSaturday's Alumnigameallowed
former Chieftain basketball stars to
relive a little of their past, and gave
someold friends achance tocatchup on
each other. It gave the rest of us a
glimpse of where they've been and
where they'regoing.
In the 1983-84 and 1984-85 seasons
RayBrooks was thesparkplugof ahigh
scoring Chieftain attack that took them
to the NAIA District Iplayoffs both
seasons, including a top seed in 1985.
Hecould shoot from insideandoutside,
and his slam dunks thrilled Connolly
Center fans.Hehad the talent to rewrite
the record books, buthisbrief career at
SUmeant that his magic would bebest
kept in the memories of those who saw
him play. He is perhaps the bestplayer
to wear a Chieftain Uniform since
1980.
Brooks' play at SU impressed the
Seattle SuperSonics enough that they
signed him as a free agent.He didn't
make the final roster in 1985,and he's
made several other attempts at playing
pro ball since.But now he'sreturned to
SU to complete his degree in Criminal
Justice. He expects to graduate in June,
and possibly start a career in the state
corrections system.
Another former Chieftain great also
did make it into the record books,
despite an even shorter career. In his
only season with theChieftains, 1982-
83, forward GeneMcClanahan broke the
school shooting percentage mark,
hitting59.9percent from the floor,and
led the team to it's first playoff
appearancein 25 years.
McClanahan showed his old
shootingtouchon Saturday, andshowed
the secret to his high percentage:
offensiverebounds.
But now thathe can no longerbe an
enforcer in the lane, the muscular
McClanahan is now adifferent typeof
enforcer. As a patrol officer with the
Seattle Police Department's East
Precinct, he is helping to make the
community a safer place. He says he
enjoys the contact with the public as
well as the variety that comes with law
enforcement. "No doubt about it," he
said, "It's the jobfor me.
McClanahan, a Washington, D.C.
native,intends tomake acareer with the
police,but sayshehasno specific goals
inmind rightnow.
Some more recentChieftains returned
to haunt their old team, as well. One
was Kevin Bailey, the lastChieftain to
top the 1,000 point mark. Bailey, who
averagedover 20 pointspergame from
1985-1987, played a key role in the
alumni comeback. He came off the
bench to score 13 points,mostof them
in thesecondhalf.
Bailey has graduated from SU and is
now working with a financial
consulting firminKirkland. Herecently
married Donna DeWald, who played
women's basketball at SU.They livein
Kirkland.
Brian Lockhart whoalso worean SU
uniform from 1985-87 was another key
member of the Alumni team. In his
final season at SU,Lockhart shotover
45 percent form the field,andaveraged
over 12 pointspergame.
Now thathe has his eduaction degree
from SU,Lockhart has begun to teach
in the public schools. His first
assignment is teaching the fifthgrade at
LakeridgeElementary school inRenton.
"It's interesting and challenging,but I





Road trip ends SU season
The Seattle University men's soccer
team took the last road trip of a turn
around season this past weekend. Their
final stops were in Spokane and Walla
Walla.
Despite a solid defense and efficient
passing the Chieftains fell to
Whitworth College and Whitman
College.
SU did not let cold, wet weather
dampen their spirit as they came out
against Whitworth on Saturday,Nov. 5.
The first half was clearly dominated
by an SU offense that kept the ball in
Whitworth territory and outshot their-
opponents 10-7. The SU midfield
played a big part in keeping the SU
gameon theoffensive.
Although the Chieftain offense was
playing in top form in the firsthalf, the
defense was thestabilizing factor.
The defensive play of Joel Wong,
Eric Skov, Erik Anderson, and Chris
Chai freed midfielders Chris Griffin,
Stefan Ritter, Ben Hattrup and Ben
Johnson go in to help forwards Danny
McKay and Terry Edwards with the
shooting chores. The result was a
balanced shooting attack with no one
player for theWhitworth defense tokey
on. Accuracy seemed to be the only
missing element in the SU attack as
they wereunable toscore.
SU goalkeeper, Kevin Ehlers
saving some tough shots that looked
like suregoals.
At the thirteen minute mark Griffin
left the game after reinjuring the ankle
thathas caused him problems theentire
season.
SUreceived a scare at the 20 minute
mark whenconfusion on the defense left
aWhitworth forward open for a run at
thegoal.Ehlers made clutchone-on-one
save, showing why his teammates and
his coach Peter Fewing consider him
"thebestkeeperin the league."
That would not be the last scare by
Whitworth. With only seven minutes
left in the half Anderson fouled a
Whitworth player to set up a freekick
only 12 yards out. The Chieftain
defense came through again as Hattrup
dived across in front of the shooter to
send the balloutrangeof the goal.
Despite the SU domination in the
first half,half time came with neither
teamscoringa goal.
Whitworth regroupedathalf timeand
opened the second half withaquickgoal
at the threeminutemark.
SU still lacked the accuracy,but did
manage to outshoot Whitworth in the
secondhalf.
Whitworth knocked the wind out of
the sails of SU with two more goals at
the 35 and40 minutemarks ending the
game with a3-0 Whitworth victory.
"We had them on their toes," said
Fewing. "Weplayed wellbut we've got
tocomeaway with the victories."
The Whitworth coach called the
Chieftains "brilliant"
After thegame the Chieftains took in
a Seattle Thunderbirds-Spokanc Chiefs
Hockey game and then rested up for
their next game against Whitman
CollegeinWalla Walla.
The Chieftains considered this gamea
true grudgematch.Ina game last week
against Whitman a Whitman player
punched Skov and players on the
sidelines were making unprintable
comments about theSU team.
The grudgematch will continue next
year, because Whitman defeated the
Chieftains 2-1.
Controversysurrounded thefirst goal
by Whitman at the five minute mark of
the firsthalf. Theplayer whoscored the
goal was obviously off-sides, but
protests by Fewingproved tobe futile.
SU did notget a shotoff until the 30
minute mark, but still managed to
outshoot Whitmanin the firsthalf 5-3.
Chai put up several perfectly placed
crosses, but no one managed to score
off of them.
Whitman caught SU on their heels in
the beginning of the second half,
pushing theballinto SU territory.
Twenty minutes into the half
Whitman scored their secondgoal after
getting theball in close to the goal.
A Whitman player and Johnson were
ejected from the game when tempers
flaredbetween the twoat the35 minute
mark.
With only five minutes left in the
game SU showed they were not going
to lie down. Ritter took the ball and
dribbled through two Whitman
defenders. He then moved the ball to the
left endline,passed the ball in front of
thegoal to Hattrup,who then drilled the
ball into the net.. The play is one the
Chieftains worked on all season.
Fewingcalls it the "GoldenRule."
Only twominutes later Wong showed
their was still achance when he took a
pass from Robert Alamillo in for the
shot only to have it tipped awayby the
Whitmankeeper.
Fewing commended the play of Dan
Collins, Pat Supplee, and Rob Natoli
who"came off thebench andplayedreal
well."
Ehlers drew praise from thecoach for
hisplay. "I just can't say enoughabout
his goaltending."
Fewingexpressed happiness as well
as frustration with the play of the team
over the weekend. "We're abetter team
than both teams we played this
weekend, but we didn't execute," said
Fewing.
Optimism was in Fewing's voice as
he looked back on the seasonand ahead
to next season. "We've been in every
game this season," he said.
He added, "It's been a long, hard
season,Ilove theseguys."
Fewing said he saw this as a season
of change. "I think the guys who are
leaving feel a partof something that's
turning around," saidFewing.
|Alexßarashkoff looks down field for his reciever during intramuralIaction last week.






If one were to vote for an exemplary
student-athlete as an ambassador for
Seattle University, Christine Marinoni,
Seattle University women's soccer
player, wouldbeaperfectcandidate.
RepresentingSU asa soccer player is
just one of the many activities
Marinoni participates in on campus.
She also works at the volunteer center
as a student co-ordinator. "We take
people whocome inand locate them in
volunteer positions at one of the 100
agencies we work with... it's really
rewarding,"said Marinoni.
Marinoni isalso a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu, the National Jesuit Honor
Society, as well as an accomplished
student with a double majo< in French
and Political Science with a G.P.A of
3.67. On top of everything else
Marinoni finds the extratime topractice
the piano,accordian,flute and paint.
Marinoni's talents extendover a wide
range of areas as does her goals and
ambitions. After graduation in June
Marinoni wants to travel. She is also
looking into an international Jesuit
volunteer program where she would be
able to incorporate her aspirations to
travel and serve a worthy cause all in
oneadventure.
"Marinoni has a heart of gold. Her
prioritiesand values are focusedaround
her concern for people.She she's areal
balance around here...she doesn't even
have to say anything you can be
encouraged just by her smile and the
way she laughs," said Joe Levan,
president of Associated Students of
Seattle University.
Marinoni went to East Africa for two
months this summer and said she was
really "hatin' it" when she returned to
SU toplay soccer. "Iwas terribly outof
shape. Ifelt like vomiting after
practice."
Even though SU women's soccer team
didn't finish out the season with a
winning record, Marinoni looks back
with satisfaction and ahead with
optimism.
"Although we've only won five games
in the last five years the team will be
more competitve in the next few
years...l remember four ycnr\ ago when
the team's strategy was lo kick the ball
out of bounds o the other team
wouldn't score. At lea.->t this year we
were able to we k on moving the ball





















Air Force Officer Training School
isan excellentstart toa
challenging career as an Air
ForceOfficer. We offer great *
startingpay, medicalcare, 30
daysof vacation withpay each
yearand management
opportunities. Contactan
AirForce recruiter. Findout what
Officer Training School can mean
for you.Call
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Come see a COMEDIAN in the Chieftian
Thursday, November 10 at 6:00-7:00pm
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ATTENTION:
TO ALL THOSE WHO ARE INVOLVEDINVOLUNTEERING
THROUGH THE VOLUNTEEE CENTEM OF CAMPUSj;^^^^^ MMSTEYo THERE WILL BE A IRIEIFILIECTTIKON AND1^^^^T IPH^^A MNHIEIR ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16TH* @ 5:00pm. to 7:00pm. in the 1891 room, this
WILL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNIRY TO SHARE YOUR
EXPERIENCES WITHOTHERS. SEE YOUTHERE!
ASSU SPONSORED TUITION FORUM
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"THE STATE -OF- THE - STUDENT"
FILL OUT A RESPONSE FORM AT ANY OF THE
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED DROP BOXES ON CAMPUS.
IT ISYOURPRIMARY CHANCETO VOICE ANOPINIONONAND ABOUT YOURLIFE HEREAT SEATTLEUNIVERSITY.





tWednesday morning. 6:30i. The special electionissue ofiSpectator is almost finished.It was quite a night. It allrted at 4 p.m. yesterday, when
we first tunedin to the networks
toreceive those first results of the
presidential race.
And as the night went on, we
did our best to cover Bush-
Dukakis, Gorton-Lowry and
Gardner-Williams.
We drank a lot ofcoffee. We
typed our fingers to thebone. We
talked on thephone until wecould
barely speak.
We interviewed somerealbig-
wigs. We also bluffed our way
into some very restricted
campaign headquarters.
We kept plugging away. And
Cbody complained.The same can hardly be said" other members of the local
fedia.Last night, at 12:30 a.m.,.1.R.0. television ended its
newscast with Aaron Brown and
Susan Hutchinson telling their
viewers how they had spent
fourteen hours in the newsroom
and how they couldn't wait torye theirdifficult jobs."Something must be done to
change the election process,"
Brown said. "There must be a
way to run an election so we
don't have to stay up so late
covering it."
Poor Aaron Brown. He only
makesabout a zillionbucks ayear
to bring us the news. Hell,a lot
of us would love to be on TV
everyday, earning the status of
local personality. I'd do it for
peanuts. AndIwouldn't gripe
about it.
So what if Susan Hutchinson
spent 14 hours in the newsroom.
Some of us have spent 17 hours
down here at the Spectator. And
I'm sure the K.1.R.0. studios are
just a tad bit nicer that the
basement of the Student Union
Building.
Idon't know how Seattle
University will receive our
election issue. Hopefully people
will finditinformative and fun to
read.
But if they don't, that's okay.
We didn't do this to receive
Sainthood. We did it because we
thought it would be fun to cover
late breaking stories.
And sure it was long, hard
work. But we had fun. Because
for the first time this year, we felt
like a real newspaper covering
political eventsas they happen.
So here we are, tired and
weary and full of caffeine. But
we're not complaining. Because
unlike Aaron Brown, we
accomplished something.
LOOKING AHEAD:
Come give blood! Today in theUpper
Chieftain the Resident Student
Services are sponsoringSUs quarterly
blood drive. RHAis sponsoringafloor
contest in which the floor that has the
highest percentage of residents
donating will get a pizza/movieparty.
If you are told you can't give blood
that day, your effort will still count
towards your floor total.
German films on campus. The foreign
language department presents
"Stroszek" by Werner Herzog. It will
play Thursday,November 17 at 7p.m.
in theBarman Auditorium. It is free of
chargeand includes Englishsubtitles.
Used book sale! Thursday,November
17 from 8 a.m. to S p.m. in the first
floor reading room of the Lemeiux
Library.
Discuss your feelings and frustrations
about prejudice.Tomorrow from 5:30
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the basement of the
McGoldrick Building, a student
discussion group will meet to discuss
prejudice reduction issues. Sponsored
by Campus Ministry and Minority
Student Affairs,it is for anybody who
hasever feltmistreatedbecause of their
race,color or sex. It is open to all SU
students, faculty and staff. For more
information call 296-6075 or 296-
6070.
Beta Alpha Psi dinner. Monday,
November 21 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Butcher Atrium.All interested students
can sign up in the Beta Alpha Psi
office,2nd floor Pigott. Sponsoredby
Touche Ross & Co.
"An Evening with Larry King"
Saturday, November 19 at 8 p.m. in
Shoreline Community College's
gymnasium. King comes to Shoreline
as partof theRobertE.Colbert lecture
series. Call 546-4101 for ticket
information.
"Two Roads to Conversion: Protestant
and Catholic Missionaries in the
Pacific Northwest." Paul Prucha,S.J.,
aresident ofLoyolaHalland American
Indian history teacher at theUniversity
ofWashington will speak on Tuesday,
November 15, at 7 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium.
It's Your Choice. SU sports presents
Dr.Jerry Schell, former SUprofessor.
He will address drugsofabuse and their
effects on thehumanbody.Wednesday,
November 16 at 7 p.m. inPigott 305.
Open to faculty, staff, students and
community.
Learn about other cultures! Tomorrow
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Campion
lobby you are invited to an ethnic
dinner.Be apartofaculturalexchange
with ELS students. Teach them about
America as you learn about their
country.Cost is your own dinner. For
more information call Bonny at 523-
4092.
Volunteer to assist bone marrow
transplant patients and families. The
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center is holding two orientation
meetings for potential volunteers,
November 9 at7p.m. orNovember 15
at 6 p.m. at the Hutchinson Center
Auditorium, 1124 Columbia. For
more information on the Hutchinson
volunteer program, contact KirnRoth
at 467-4529.
Come see a videoof theapparitions of
Mother Mary in Medugorje, Yugo-
slavia. Monday, November 14. Then
on Tuesday, November 15, Kathleen
Parisod-Martin will speak on her
experiencesas alive-in companion for
18 months with Maria, one of the
visionaries of Mother Mary. Both
events are at noon in the library
auditorium. Sponsored by the Psych
Club and Campus Ministry. For more
information,call Dr. Young at 296-
5395.




Circulation Return Week, November
12-23. The library has lost 22,000
items over thelast several years and is
calling upon us to find those overdue
materials and return them, no
questions, no fines. They can be
returned to special bins at any Seattle
Public Library, any Seattle Safeway
store, Westlake Mall, The Bon,
Frederick &Nelson,orNordstrom. For
more information call 386-4192.
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BEH Domino's Pizzatljl Nobody DeliversIFJ Better Specials
OrderingHints
1.Know what you want beforeplacingyourorder (12" or 16" pizza,
which toppings? AnyCokes? ).
2. Know thephonenumber andaddress from whichyou arecalling.
3. Dorm Residents: Pleaseremain by the phoneandkeep your line open.
The driverwill callyouback so that youknow whereand when to
meet them.
4.Please turnon yourporchlight, andlet usknow if your address is hard
to find.
5.Havecouponsand money ready when the driver comes. Ifyouare
payingby check,please have your current address, phonenumber and
your Washington State drivers licensenumber on thecheck.
6. Dorm Residents without phones willneed to waitin the lobby for the
driver. When youplace your order,youwill begivenan approximate






I $12.99 + tax jToppingsinclude Pepperoni,Sausage,Ham,GroundBeef,Mushrooms,Onions, ■
! GreenPeppers,BlackOlivesandExtraCheeseonregularcrust.
JUST ASK! Offer Good Thru 12/31/88
Limiteddelivery areas. Prices do not include sales tax. Reasonable handling fee foreach I
returned check per RCW 62A.3-104. © 1988Domino's Pizza,Inc.
If your order isnotdelivered within30 minutes or less, wecheerfully will
take threedollars ($3.00) off the total priceof theorder.
CLASSIFIEDS ON CAMPUS JOBS:
Enthusiastic SU students
$1250 Weekly Home Mailing needed to contact alumni by
Program!! Guaranteed earn- phone to gain support for
ings start immediately. Free the su Annual Fund.
Details. Rush self-addressed Excellent communication
stamped envelope to: 402 and interpersonal skills
Buttercup Creek S-4, Cedar required. Earn great money!
Park, Tx 78613. Must be able to work at least
twice a week. Hours 5-9
Loving person needed for Sunday through Thursday
occasional afternoon/even- and 12-4 on Sunday
ing babysitting for sweet afternoons. Call afternoons
baby girl. Call Monica 937- & evenings 296-2800 or ext.
3156. 2800.
High Energy Food Service
Sophmore or Junior wanted Workers needed for
as part-time director's HAKVZS7 TI&7WA.L at the
assistant for rapidly Coliseum Nov. 25,26,&27.
growing SAT prep business $5.00 hr. Flexible shifts. Call
on Capital Hill. 15-20 hours Harvest Catering, Immed. I-
(flexible) per week, school 800-446-8889.
year and summer, car
'
preferred, varied duties. Sports writers needed for
Send a resume ASAP to The Spectator, SU students only.
Princeton Review, 2223 11th please call Danny at 296-
Aye. E., Seattle, 98102. 5470
